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Tight Columbia
budget rules out
tuition discount
o Budget cuts, admission numbers make tuition
discounting 'risky' for Columbia, offi cials say
By LIsa Balde
Managing E<I1or
When Becky Jans. a freshman
photography studen!. decided to
attend Columbia th is fall . she kne w
going to a private arts school would
be eltpensive. What she didn't realize was that o nce she ca me to
Columbia, she wouldn't gel any
monetary assistance from the school
to make it more affordable.
"They didn ' t give me any fi nancial
aid." she said . .. It would have helped
a lot with worrying about making
bi ll s."
Unlike students at many other pri vate schools, Jans cannot take advantage o f a finan cial aid option known
as tuition discounting. which currently isn' t offered at Co lumbia.
Although its definition varies
among schools, tu ition di scou nting
usua lly results in a percentage of
money subtracted from tuition fo r
studenls with considerable fina ncial
need or merit.

Higher priced private sc hoo l ~ use
this institutional aid to ensure diversity on campus and to continue to
make education affo rdab le for as
many people as possible.
Jans' parents are divorced, and she
relies on her mom's income alone 10
help pay tuition. But in order to
make ends meet. her mom has to take
out loans in additio n to those that
remain outstanding from sending her
other daughter to college.
If Columbia raises the cost of
school anymore. l ans CQuid have a
harder lime findin g ways 10 stay at
the school.
As tuition continues 10 rise beyond
afford abilit y for many students.
questio ning
ad mini strators are
whether or not tui tion discounting
could help make college more
affordable for studenls such as Jans.
Last year, Co lu mbia asked the
Co ll ege Counc il
Budget and
Priorities Co mmi llee to eltp lo re

See Tu ition , Page 4

Columbia alumnus missing
in Hawaii since November
o

Grad worked at college until early last year

By Chris Coates
E<I101-i>Chief
A 2000 Columbia graduate and
former associate director of the college's Science Visuali zation Lab is
missing and feared dead after he di sappeared o ff the coast of Hawaii in
November.
Todd Ripplinger, 25 , lived in
Kihei, Hawaii and worked as an editor at a post-production house on the
island state.
Ripplinger has been mi ssing since
Nov. 21. when he told his father he
was planning to spend the morning
surfi ng. However, the unexpected
stormy cond itions that Ripplinger
faced were too advanced fo r his
amateur skill s, according to a friend.
He has not been heard fro m since.
Police
found
Rippli nger 's
Volkswagen convertible in a parking
lot in Lahaina, Hawaii- which sits
along the beach. A day aft er he di sappeared , Ripplinger's white longboard surfboard was di scovered
fl oati ng some 1,000 yards downstream of Lahaina.
Foul play is not suspected, accord ing to a fam ily me mbe r o f
Rippli nger 's.
Until a body is reco vered , the case
is considered a miss ing persons
investigation for up to seven years.
Investigato rs suspect Ri ppli nger
drowned .
A nati ve of Roc kford , Il l..
Ri ppl in ger left for Hawaii in
February 2003 to work at a frie nd 's
start-up editi ng company, ProLook
Productions.

Three weeks before hi s disappearance, Ri ppli nger started working at
another post-productio n house about
40 miles from hi s ho me, accord ing
to
hi s
step mo ther,
Kath lee n
Ripplinger.
" We thin k he was pro bab ly
[videotapi ng the ocean) when he
decided to go surfi ng ," Kath lee n
Ripplinger said .
The fami ly has organized two
memorials--one in Hawaii and one
in Rockford- for their miss ing son.
According to Kath leen Ri pplinger,
the fami ly has co me to terms with
Todd's presumed death .
"They probably will not produce a
body because he was swept away in
the ocean," she said . "So there 's
nothing e lse we can do. We can presume."
But there is still hope. at least in
Hawaii .
" I would like to think he is al ive,"
said Matt Imho ff, a close frie nd and
business partner of Ripplinger. "Bu t
without a body, there is no closure ."
According to Imho ff, who calls
hi mself an "a vid surfer," he was the
o ne who taught Rippli nger to surf
soon after he arrived in Hawaii.
On Nov. 2 1, Imhoff said Lahaina
ex perienced "one o f the biggest
storms we've had in 30 years"---(;onditions that were not conduci ve for
surfi ng, especially for a begi nner
like Rippli nger.
"Todd had no ri ght being in the
water with his learn ing skills," he
said.

Three friends, Samantha (left to right), Christine and Amana, laugh at the.ir spill on the
McCormick Tribune Ice Rink at Millenium Park, 55 N. Michigan Ave. The nnk Will remain open
through March 15. During the off season, the 15,910 square foot skating area IS turned Into an
outdoor restaurant and activity area.

You've got mail ... maybe
o

Columbia students living in college dormitory report missing letters

By Eric W. Alexy
~ EIitOi

It was shortly aft er Hallowee n
when David Ross, a Co lumbia fre shman and reside nt of the 18 E.
Congress Parkway Buildi ng , was
expecting a check from hi s mo ther
and a postcard fro m a friend back
home in Tucson, Ari z. Ross, 18. a
music compositio n major, never
received e ither.
About a month later, Ross fi nall y
got an eltplanation.
" I misplaced my mail key," he
said , "so I asked the guard at the
fro nt desk to open my I mailbox I for
me, and I was to ld that my mail bolt
was one of the mailboltes that ' he'
had gotten into." Ross added that he
was later to ld by a sec urity guard
that his mail was amo ng a large
amount fo und opened and d iscarded
in d u mpsters locat ed beh ind th e
bu ildi ng. At thi s ti me, Ross was to ld
the d iscarded mail would be returned
to hi m, jf possible ; it never was.
According
to
T ho mas
J.

Applegate, Hostelli ng Internati onalChicago executi ve director, Hostel
employees do n ' t have access to
Colum bia students ' mai l. The bui lding's resident ass istants are the only
ones with such access, he said.
On Nov. 15. Hostel sec uri ty o fficer Don ald Du kes was arrested fo r
steal ing a package that was se nt
d irectly to the hoste l. not to any
Colu mbia studen!. said Applegate .
Brian Sturgulewski. an RA in the
building, esti milted th at around half
of the residents in the bu ilding have
complained o f mail prob lems. Sti ll
students are ve ry voca l about it.
" Jt 'sj ust simpl y my understanding
that we wouldn 't have access to [student's postal mail ]." Applegate said .
"To make the assumptio n that thi s
indi vidua l was steal ing mai l seems
to be beyond at least what the procedures are.
I' m co ncerned that
there's a leap being made that can ' t
be substant iated.
"The on ly mail that we receive is
packages. We have a sign-in procedure , so we document the package

coming in and going out, and I guess
that's why he went after one o f our
packages, because there's a paper
trai l fo r the Columbia Co llege packages."
Accord ing to Chicago Police
Departme nt News Affair Sg l.
Ed ward Alonzo. Dukes has been
charged with the theft of a package
cont ai ning a telephone. The investigat ion is ongoing, and Dukes wi ll
appear in court on Jan. 20.
Build ing sec urity o ffi ce rs and
Jess ica Trippy, a bu ild ing RA and
head o f the bui lding 's ma ilroom.
decl ined to comment on the issue.
Freshman Kyle Witt , a vocal perfo rmance maj or. said that after complaining to RAs about not receiving
mo ney fro m hi s mot her, he was
eventually to ld by the m that the mail
in question was most like ly sto len
and would not be returned.
" I was reall y mad about it:' Witt
said, "because I really needed the
mo ney at the time. There W:lsn't any-

See Mail, Page 4
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Calendar: Jan. 5 - 9
MONDAY
"Consuming Nature" is in the Museum of Conte mporary
Photography in the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave.
The museum is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. and on Saturdays from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m.
The free exhibit examines the relat ionship between nature
and man. It continues through Feb. 19.
For more information, call (3 12) 344· 7104.

TUESDAY
The second install ment of A Room With a Skew, three
weeks of video installations created by Sculptura l Media
Images graduate students, begins today and run s through
Thursday.

The vi deos included in thi s insta llment can be viewed in
Room 1309 and Room 727 of the Alexandroff Campus
Center, 600 S. Michigan Ave ., and in Room 107 of the
Wabash Campus Bui ld ing, 623 S. Wabash Ave. Each exhibit opens at 4 p.m.
For more information, ca ll (3 12) 344- 7199 .

& NOTEs

Chris Coates Editor-in-Chief
Stupid laws and shoveling snow
on't even think about bowling in
Evanston.
It 's illegal.
So is humming on Cicero 's streets on
Sundays .
Pronou ncing Joliet " Jolly-eue"
brings a $5 fine.
And in Chicago, spitting on the
ground is strictly prohibited . So is giving a dog a drink of whi skey.
Such are the ways of the legal system, where the books are rev ised at a
s lower pace than even the cogs of justice move.
To wil: until a few years ago, nying
a kite in Chicago was technically ill egal.
But more bizarre than unknown laws
arc lega l loopholes that people erroneously think exist.
Such is the case with shoveling
snow. O r not shove ling snow, fo r that
matter.
For one, I've slipped on many a s lick
sidewalk. Most have been operator's
error- I was wal king too fast; I was
carry ing too many groceri es; I was
talking on the phone.
There's also a handful of cases when
I was truly being cautious and the party
to blame was clearly the owne r o f the
si dewalk . Or so I contend .
In my experience, the most dangerous sidewalks crop up in the weeks
after a massive snowfa ll , when the thin
laye rs of flakes turn Chicago into a
vast skating rink .
Other than o ld man winter, I can

D

WEDNESDAY
Jerri Allyn, a candidate for the position of executive
director o f the new Institute for the Study of Women and
Gender in Arts and Media, wi ll give a presentation at 2 p.m.
in Room 405 of the Wabash Ca mpus Bui ld ing, 623 S.
Wabash Ave .
Jane Canepa's Speci al Events class is sponsoring a s ilent
auction to raise money for Hands, a not-for-profit deaf and
hard of hearing advocacy organ ization.
The goal is to raise $2,000 to be used toward Hands' first
walk next year. The event is at 7 p.m. at Abbcy Pub, 3420
W. Grace St. The event costs $10 and includes food and
drink speci al s.
For more information, cal l (3 12) 2 17-5263.

THURSDAY
A n exhibition of work created by students in the Visual
Environments class, a first semester core class of the Book
and Paper Arts MFA program, opens in the C33 Space in the
33 E. Congress Parkway Building, 33 E. Congress Parkway.
The course examines the parallels in environments in
book and other art form s includ ing perform ance and costume.
The exhibit runs through l an. 15.

FRIDAY
Thc profic icncy exam that allows student to test out of the
required Foundations of Computer Applications class is at 6
p.m. The test costs $35 and students must score 80 percent
or better overall and at least 75 percent on each of the sections.
Those students who pass the test and have the class
waived arc required to take another genera l education
course to make up the cred its.
For more information, call (3 12) 344 -7526 .

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344·7255.
TH'

1D01L1IJM.1&1lA CIHI IR.OiUClL1E
De c . 15 - 19 u •• r poll res ult.

Did you get your flu shot yet?

Yeo: 29 percent

"Book saga cont1n ues" tops the front
page of the Jan. 9, 1989 edition of The
Chronicl e. The article rai ses questions
about how the college's bookstore determines which books receive which
rebates.
Some students reported a 90 percent
depreciation rate for books purchascd
from Co lumbia's bookstore, whic h was
then ho used in the Wabash Campus
Bui lding, 623 S. Wabash Ave .
" I never have and never will sell my
books back to the bookstore," said one
student.
Today, the bookstore is located on the
first fl oor of the South Campus
Building, 624 S. Mi chigan Ave.

Announcements
Can we have time off, too?
•
Sabbatical Policies and Procedure s:
Recommendations from the 2003 -2004
Sabbatical Committee document is
avai lab le on the College Council websi te.
To v iew the document v is it
http ://webx.colum .edu.

only blame one entity: s idewalk owners.
In the case of most sidewalks, the
ci ty is the owner. If a crack develops,
the c ity fi xes it. If a tree uproots it, the
city fi xes it. If a water main breaks
down the street and they have to dig,
it's the city that fi xes the sidewalk.
The city takes care of pretty much
everything when it comes to sidewalks.
Except shoveling.
That'a .....,hen it ' a up to the h omeo_n _

ers to dig, shove l and salt the icc, sleet
and snow away. It's backbreaking
work.
According to an October study publi shed in The Ameri can 10urnal of
Cardiology, cases of sudde n cardiac
death increase in the weeks immediately following major snowstorms.
Then again, if you decide not to
shovel the walk, fa ll ing down can
cause some pretty serious injuri es, too.
And the falling party can sue.
h 's a key reason- actually, the only
reason-the state requires property
owners to shovel their walkways . In
some places with a lot of annual SnOw,
folks w ho don' t shovel can get sued.
Olga Friesen, a 69-year-o ld Edmonton,
Alberta, resident, refused to shovel her
wa lk and went to jail. She said the law
was unfai r.
I can almost respect that.
But it's still a law.
Apparently, that's not ringing true
with some property owners, some of
whom wrongfully believe that shovel-

23 at I p.m. for faculty and staff members unfamiliar with OAS IS' online
grading tool s. Refreshments will be
served .
For those who cannot make this work shop, two others are scheduled: one on
Jan. 9 at I p.m. and another on Jan. 14 at
10 a.m .
All worksho ps arc held in Room 416
of the Wabash Campus Build ing, 623 S.
Wabash Ave.

•
Two Columbia students garnered
sc ho larsh ips at the Chicago Emmy
Awards held Dec. I.
Matthew Till, a se nior television student, won the Jo hn and Ann Drury
Scholarshi p.
Till is an executive producer of
Frequency TV and a recipient of
Co lumbia's Senior Showcase Award .
Wen Tung, a broadcast journali sm
graduate student, won the Tom Skill ing
Scholarship.
She is a member of the Graduate
Student Advisory Board and received
Columbia 's D wight Follett Fellowship.

All A' s please
•

An online grading party is on lan .

ing snow off the front stoop opens up
th e possibi lity of a lawsuit if someonc
were to fa ll.
If you do a bad job s hove li ng, you
can be sued, pretty much .
It 's a fa rce.
In 1999, the Illinois House of
Representatives amendcd a bi ll that
granted immunity for any property
owner that at least tried to shovel some
snow..
Con t r .. r), to popular lo re,

~uch ~ ho v

el ing didn' t make the shovele r a willing participant. In fact, if a homeowner
makes an attempt to shovel, they are
actually less likely to get sued .
"The General Assem bly," read Hou se
B ill No. 2465, " there fore, determines
that it is undesirable for any person to
be found liable for damages due to hi s
or her efforts in the removal of snow or
ice from such property for acts which
amount to clear wrongdoing."
But st ill , it seems most neighborhood
s idewa lks go unswcpt.
Where did common courtesy go?
Maybe it's the season.
In Ch icago- which is aki n to the
arcti c tundra during the winter
months- every man and woman is
apparently on his or her own.
This must be the same mentality o f
the people w ho "save" parking s pots o n
Chicago's streets with lawn furniture
when it snows .
They should really make a law
against that.
-ccoates@chroniclemail.com

The exhibit run s through Feb. 6.

Just a fri endl y reminder
•
Ea rl y registrat ion for the spring
2004 semester ends Jan . 16.
Students must receive faculty clearance before registeri ng.
All students may regi ster, but those
with a negative account balance of more
{h an $500 will have th eir c lasses voided
on J'111. 16.

Call i ng all alumni

News from South America

•
A survey sponsored by the school
for Columbia alum ni is available to take
online at www.on linewithtmp .com/surveysl28X6ER.
The college is looking for opinions
about experiences at Columbia.
Those who respond wi II be entered
into a rame to win prizes such as dinncr
at the opera, Co lumbia gear, pcrsonalized wine bottles and a copy of The Time
Traveler :~ Wife by Columbia'S own
Audrey Niffenegger.

•
RoseAnna Mueller, a Liberal
Education Department faculty membe r
liv ing in Venezuela o n a Fulbr ight
Fell owship, posted a new message conce rn ing pensions on the Center for
Teaching
Excellence
website
at
http://cte .co Iurn. edu.

Curl up with a book
•
Hidden Place, a new novel by
Fiction Writing Departmen t faculty
member Shawn Shinett will be in bookstores in January.
It can currently be ordered fr om
Akashic
Books
for $ 14 .95
at
www.akashicbooks.com .
The first chapter is available for read ing on the website.

Thanks for the help
Students win scholarships

No: 71 percent

Vote at CotumbiaChronicie.com

January 5, 2004

•
The Alumn i Scholarship Fund
Campaign 2004 has raised $22 .900 to
date .
The goal for the fi scal year is
$100.000.
All of the money raised goes to students .

Exh i b i t opening
•
Pan-lime instructor Jesus MacarenaAvila's new exhibit opens at Polvo Art
Studio, 1458 W. 18th St., on Jan. 9 at6 p.m.
The insta llation examines racc and
class and uses nontraditional materials
such as bubble w rap and vinyl.
In addition, a panel discussion titled
"Formal Concerns?: Dea ling With Race
and Class in Contemporary Art Practice"
is scheduled for Jan . 10 at 3 p.m .

Be in pictures
•
The Tclevision Department is looking for for mer or current students in the
Los Ange les area to be in promotiona l
photographs for a February 2004
brochu re . The photo shool is sch edulcd
for the morning of Jan . 14.
For more information, e-mail aprijate l@co lum.edu.

Alumnus note
•
Co lumbia College alumnus Brian
Kalata is schedul ed to work on the new
film Monster-in-Law starring Jennifer
Lopez and Jan e Fonda.
Kalata wrote the indie flick Dinner
Rush, starring Dann y Aiello .

Submission call
•
Submissions arc needed for a new
ex hibit in the Robert Morris College
Gal lery, 401 S. Stale St.
"Sports Seen Through thc Arts" is
schedu led to open Feb . 20 , 2004 . The
show will fea ture artwork inspired by
sports .
All artists must be stude nts enrolled in
a Chicago area collcge or university and
no art ist can submit more than three
en tr ies.
There is no entry fcc and artist se lected will be awarded $150. The dead line
fo r submissions is Jan 16.
For more informat ion, call (312) 9356050 .

CAMpUS NEWS
College hopes Checks for charity
to cash in on
rooftop renters

3
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o

TV, cell phone towers top campus buildings

By Kwame Abasi Patterson
Associate Editor
Money doesn't grow on trees, but
apparently it grows on rooftops. In
an effort to increase school funding,
Columbia otTers commercial communication companies rental space
atop ils tallest building, Ihc
AlexandrolT Campus Center. 600 S.
Michigan Ave. Currently the on ly
taker is T-Mobi le Communications,
as its equipment has remained alone
on top of the center for the last six
months.
Co lumb ia charges thc ce llular
phone company $ 1,800 a month to
rent space for its antenna, and
according 10 schoo l officials, thc
money goes toward general funds at
the sc hool , such as repa irs and
upkeep.
AT&T used to rent rooftop space
from Columbia, but in Jl.jne 2003, it
left for a betler location. Torco Oil
a lso used Columbia's rooftop as
advertisement space . However, the
com pany went bankrupt two years
ago and can no longer pay the $575
a month charge for the di splay.
Vice Pres ident of Facilities and
Operations Michael Debi sh sa id
evcn though compan ies don't pay
large amounlS of money for space,
the schoo l would still like 10 see
more of them utilizing the rooftops .
Columbia, however, has no control over so liciting its rea l estate to
this industry, according to Debish.
"It 's because of a 'we'll call you;
don't call us' relation ship with companie s," he said. Comm unication
companies tend to use technical
engineers to find the best locations
to
place
their
anten nas.
Unfortunately
fo r
Co lumbia,
Michigan Avenue rooftops are no
longer viewed as a prime location.
"Our rooftops aren't that attracti ve [to ce llular companies] anymore," Debish said.
Since Columbia 's tallest bu ilding
is located on Michigan Avenue, a
service antenna wou ld not be able to
reach 360 degrees of communication

customers.
To the north of the Alexandroff
Campus Ccnter are taller buildings
that could block signals . And to the
east of the center, signals fl ow over
Lake Michigan. Additionally, recent
tcchnology has made it cheapcr for
companies to erect a si ngle antenna
on top of the city's tallest bui ldings,
such as the Sears Towcr or the John
Hancock.
Since the creation of d igita l se rvice, many communication companies no longcr resort to scattering
antennas throughout ci ty rooftops.
Instead they use one antenna that
sends signals out over thousands of
miles.
"In the old days, rooftops were at
a premium for these compan ies,"
Debish said. "They don't need us
middle guys now."
As for bill board advertisements.
Debish sa id the school isn't out to
sell space on the top or sides of
bu ild ings to private advert isers. He
said any signage located on school
property would be dedicated only to
school advertisemen ts. However,
Debish sai d he woul dn 't do that
because billboards become an eyesore for the neighborhood.
Surprisingly, Columbia does not
have any jurisdiction over the billboard on the sou th sid e o f the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave. The previous owners of
the Wabash Campus Build ing still
have a standing rental agreement
owners.
with
the
billboard
Therefore, Co lumbia do'es not make
any profits from the ads, according
to Debish.
In an effort to provide wireless
Internet service to residents at 2 E.
8th St., an Internet serv ice provider
approached Columbia in October in
hopes of placing an antenna on top
of the Residence Center, 731
Plymouth Court. However, owners
of 2 E. 8th St. elected not to purchase the service. Meanwhile,
Co lumbia officials sa id they still
hope others will request use o f their
rooftops in the future .

Hawaii ContinuedjivmFronlPage
As for now, Imhoff sa id he would
continue assisting police in he lping
look for his friend .
Imhoff said he has scoured the
Lahai na coastli ne, di ving deep into
the ocean looking for any sign of
Ripplinger.
" I'm just trying to find a frie nd,"
he said.
At Columbia, Ripplinge r worked
as a tutor at the Science Institute's
Science Visualizat ion Lab, eventually grabbing awards for hi s animation projects that focused on sc ience
and math.
He gradua ted in 2000 from
Columbia with a degree in television before moving to Japan to
teach English to elementary school
children.

According to his stepmother,
Rippl inger rece ntly became engaged
to a nat ive Japanese woman .
In May 2002, he returned to the
United States and became assistant
direc tor of Science Visualization
Lab, where he networked the computers, authored DVDs and worked
closely to link student media with
sc ience and math.
" He was always dependab le,"
sa id David Morton , the director of
the lab. Morton, who knew
Ripplinger as a student , sa id he
heard o f the disappearance in early
December.
" He was the one guy I never
thought anyth ing would happen to, "
he sa id .

city beat
a&e
commentary

Charles KushnerfThe Chronicle

The Student Government Association presents a $1,000 check to the Greater Chicago Food
Depository during a food drive sponsored by WCRX-FM and the radio department.

Institutional health care costs
peak with national trend
By Jeff Danna and Scotty Carlson
SJanWriJ.,

JIlinois at Chicago, a public institution, offe rs employees a health care
plan that offers single coverage for
$150 per month and coverage for
two or more dependents for $180 per
month, and several HMO and open
access plans for $62 to $87 per
month for single coverage, and $93
to $ 132 pe r month for multiple
dependent coverage.
Lloyd attributes the health insurance increase to a national " macroeconom ic phenomenon."
"Labor costs in [the] health care
industry are going up and hospitals,
doctors and med ical professiona ls
are pass ing along those costs through

Department, agrees with Shaw. She
said Columbia is a "vcr:>' tui tiondri ven sc hool" and she said she can
see why the insurance costs were
passed on to students, but she still
questions the dec ision.
" I don't know if it's a good thing,"
McDonald-Badger said. " But students should be made more aware [of
the costs}."

The costs of the coll ege's new
employee health insurance plan for
2004 has been passed on to
Columbia's students. according to
college officials.
Following a nationa l trend, the
cost of insurance at Columbi3 has
increased by approximately 12 per0 Student health care
cent, o r $200,000, for the new year.
Meanwhil e, health care costs for
An annua l increase in health insurstudents at area colleges and univerance costs is ty pica l, yet a largersities are also inc reasing, officials
than-average increase was ant icipatsaid.
ed in September, which is the beginOfficial s from DePaul and
ning of Columbia's 2003-2004 fisca l
year, accord ing to Mark r - - - - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - l Roosevelt universities, which
"f ' a ~od
contract insurance from the
Lloyd, Co lumbia 'S ass istant
"\ don't know
vice president of communi cadents 1shIt's
Id made same provider,
confirmed that
thingbut
stu
ou
.
tion and marketing.
[ f h
Is] H
the premiums
0 r bot h 0 r t hel.r
These rising hea llh insurmore aware 0 t e COS.
voluntary student health care
ance costs were covered at the
""
plans have inc reased for the
- Mary McDonald-Badger.
beginn ing of the current fi sca l
producing direclor at Columbia
new year.
year, thanks to a tuit ion
" We go through a renewal
increase.
process annua lly and try to find
the best rates for students with
As a result , health insurance premiums wi ll not increase for their insurance companies to sub- adequate cove rage," said Tanya
scribers," Ll oyd said .
Wohmann, assistant vice president of
faculty and staff, Lloyd sa id .
"To ask people to pay more for
Lloyd also noted that the cost of the office of registrar at Roosevelt .
medical technol ogy is on the rise and " We Iry to keep our increases to no
health insurance when we, in fact,
reduced the quality of our retirement that " the seve rity of illnesses being more than 10 percent, but it is a challengc."
benefit was perceived as be ing 100 treated is increasing."
much to do in one year," Lloyd said ,
"Fifty years ago, the life expectanSince most students arc already
referring to the college's new pen- cy was substantially lower than it is covered by their parents' policies,
si on plan.
today," Lloyd said. "One of the rea- university health plans in schools
In September, Co lumbia deve l- sons that people arc liv ing longer is across the nati on often have extremeoped the retirement plan aft er the because we've been trained to bear Iy low enro llment, and South Loop
original was froze n due to a $9 mi l- lots of medical technologies to pro- area schools arc no exception. The
lion deficit in the pension fund .
long life. People who arc going to number of students annually enrolled
the hospital arc sicker than they've
in DePaul's health plan is fewer than
Faculty health care plan
1,000 . For Roosevelt, the numbers
ever been be fore."
Brian Shaw, assistant to the chair arc even less: 100 domestic students
Current ly, Co lumbia offers two of Co lumbia's Theater Department and 200 in ternational students annu·
health care plans for full-time facul- and a full- time faculty member, cur- ally. Continued low enro llments in
ty and staff. The Columbia Co llege rently
subscri bes
to
the the health plans could spell the end
Comprehensive Health Plan, a pre- Com prehensive PPO plan, and sa id for student coverage.
ferred prov ider organization, allows that although h'e 's pleased with the
" It's not something I have to conemployees to pay premiums of $300 service provided to him, he fee ls it's cern myse lf with," sai d Columbia
per year for single coverage and unfa ir to pass the increase of junior Maxwell Cuprys. "Whether
$600 per year for family coverage, employee health insurance off to stu- it's there or not, I' ]] more than likely
whi le Co lumbia'S Blue CrosslB lue dents.
have it from my fam ily."
Shie ld HMO plan offers single cov" It's just more pressi ng on stu·
Other students hold that the insurerage for $99 per month and fam ily dents' tui tion cos ts," Shaw sai d.
ance plan does not fit their needs .
cove rage for $260 per month .
Mary McDonald-Badger, producFreshman Dana I)i kowitz recei ves
Comparative ly, the University of ing director o f Colum bia 's Theate r

o

See Health, Page 4
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Radio station slam dunks
with Flames broadcasts
By Dominick Basta
Staff Writer
Columbia's campus radio slation,
WCRX-FM, has had a laundry list of

successful, award-winn ing programs,
from news 10 music to talk.
But until this fall, it was missing a
staple of the radio ainvavcs: live SpOIlS.
Cheryl Morton-Langston, the campus radio station's director, wanted to
develop a play-by-play sportscast by
Columbia's students.
"It was an absolutely great idea for

us," Morton-Langston said. "[The
department1 envisioned il as an up

close and personal event with realworld, on-air and technical expcri-

cncc[s]."
However, Columbia has only a
handful of teams, nonc of which play in
the arenas that offer the experience of a
real-world professional sports game.
The solution, ittumed out, was just
down the street from Columbia.
Since November, WCRX-FM has
broadcast select University of Illinois
at Chicago Flames men's and women's
basketball games from the Pavilion
arena, less than five miles up Harrison
Street from Columbia's campus.
The college plans to air eight UIC
games through February.
All of the broadcasts include pregame and post-game shows, along with
play-by-play by two color commentators from Columbia.
Along with the all-air talent, the
broadcaslteam is made up of a handful
of students, who rotate jobs for each

game.
"Everyone uses the equipment and
gets a crack at everything," said Phil
Zuber, a junior radio student and one of
nine Flames' commentators. Tasks
include interviewing coaches and players, coordinating highlight footage and
producing the entire broadcast, according to Zuber.
"It's definitely a great experience."
That experience- according to senior radio major Dan Levy- is part of
the appeal of the station's new program.
"It's aile thing when someone tells
you in a class how to do play-by-play,"
said Levy. "But when you do it for real
and you do it right ... it really opens up
the idea that, well, maybe this is what I
was meant to pursue."
Along with the live broadcast, Scott
Baumgartner
hosts
" Sports
Underground" from WCRX-FM's studios in the 33 E. Congress Parkway
Building, 33 E. Congress Parkway, on
Wednesday nights.
According to Morton-Langston, the
show has a strong UIC and Columbia
following .
As for next year, Morton-Langston
said she'd like to see Columbia expand
its coverage to baseball and hockey
games. She's also looking for some
diversity in the all-male announcers'
booth.
"There arc lots of women who arc
interested," she said. "We' ll find mem
next year."

- Chris Coates contributed to this
report

Mail Contimiedjium From Page
thing I could do about it."
Although Laurie Hartung, sophomore music major, only lost a card
from a friend, she said she was
" really pissed. Someone sends you a
card- you want to read it."
Janel Benisch, a 19-year-old
sophomore theater major, said that
she and all three of her roommates
reported missing mail. including one
roommate who lost a $350 check. A
cable bill, two bank statements and
three cards, which included $50 in
cash, also never arrived, she reported. The inciden ts took place in
October.
" Because my bank is [out of
state]," Benisch said, "I rely on getting money sent to me .. so then I
didn't have any cash and I could
only write a check for something,
and some places don't take checks."
Ben isch sa id that after receiving
no from Residence Life , the bui lding's RAs eventua lly came to her
room and informed her that one of
the building's security guards had
been stealing students' mail, and that
he was looking for "packages and
cards that were from mom ... hand-

wr itten, stickers, someth ing like
that."
She said she hasn't noticed any
add itional mail pro blems recently.
Sturgu lewsk i confi rmed tha t, during room inspections, another RA
to ld some students that "somebody
in the building" mi gh t have sto len
their mai l. He added that "nobody
higher up" has told him anything
regarding the mail s ituation.
Kell i Collins, associate director of
Residence Life, was unaware of
such a problem in the building. She
said that if RAs had passed such
information on to stude nts, they
were not told to do so by Res idence
Life stafT.
"My information is that we had
one package (sto len] ," Applegate
explained . "It was on [video] tape,
and we took action immediately. It
doesn' t make sense, because he
wou ldn 't have access to the mai l.
" I wonder if some of the answers
to the questions by the security staff
have may be not been entirely accurate and may have caused some
mo re concern than was warranted."
Of the incident, which Ross
deemed an invas ion of privacy, he
said, " I was shocked to find out that
someone I had put my trust in would
take advantage of me like that.
" I know [the security guard] lost
his job. I th ink that's the only way
you can handle it.
I hope that
security guards in the future arc
more respunsible and more trustworthy."
Mary
Oake s,
director
of
Residence Life, said that Columbia
currently has no plans to change the
mailroom setup in th e hostel, and
that the current investigation is not
in Col umbia's hands.
Of
Dukes '
apprehension ,
Applegate said that they checked the
building's security cameras after a
package they were awaiting never
arrived.
"We saw him on tape pulling aparl
a package that was addressed to the
hostel," he added.
Dukes was employed at the Hostel
"for a couple of months," according
to App legate . He said that to his
knowledge there had been no prev ious pro ble ms w ith Dukes.

Tuition CominuedjiumFrontPage
to the dean for research and data
tuition di scounting. The committee
in divers ity, an element of the instiservices at Georgetown Universi lY.
reported back through an interim
tulion that Columbia continues to
"A llhough it is more properly
report that the school's ti ght budget take pride in.
and shaky adm iss ion numbers make
" It has always been part of our viewed as a tool for e nro llme nt planning and financia l management,
th is option unrealistic fo r Columbia
mission · to create a complete ly
many arc re luctant to discuss openly
right now.
diverse campus," he said. " But with
the subject and its impact on higher
"As a tuition-driven institution,
ri s ing tuition, we're los ing that part
educat ion," A llan wrote in a 2002
we arc already walking a fine line
of our mission. We might as well get
a rti cle called "A Background
between fi scal stability and vulnera- rid of it."
Briefing on Tuition Discount ing."
bility to current market forces," the
According to Columbia's Office
In the report, he stressed that no
report, presented in Decembe r to the
of Inst itution al P lanning and
d ifference exists among financ ial
College Council, read.
Research, the number of minority
aid, tuition discounting and institustudents decreased since 1999 .
T he committee said its initial
tional aid because they're all the
During the · 1999 fall semester,
research s howed that tuition dis same.
cou nting is not only a risky endeavor
African American and Hi spanic stuAllan to ld The Ch ronicle that in
for Columbia, but also that it mone- dents respectively made up 20 and
I I percent of Columbia's population. recent years, colleges throughout the
tari ly hurts other institutions that
United States have been competing
Th is past fall , although the numprovided this type of aid.
with one another in te rms of how
A lthough tuition d isco unting
ber of Hi spanic students remained
many discounts they offer.
helped the co lleges to effect ively
stagnant, Ihe percentage of AfricanThe two major prob le ms with
Americans dropped to 16 percent.
allract new, fi rst-year students, the
tuition discounting, he said, arc how
sc hools couldn ' t retain those stu" It troubles me to know that many
school
and university finan cia l aid
dents who used the aid until gradua- schools arc offering tuition discountdepartments describe d iscount ing
tion.
ing and Co lumbia is not," Kulovsek
and how much money is actua lly
"Affordability is the main subject said. " It 's unacceptable for us not to
"being given away" to students.
under w hich all th is falls," sai d Peter ofTer students some sort of instituBoth of those things remain to be
tional aid."
Harte l, a full -time Film Department
issues of concern for Columbia
faculty member at Col umbia and the
According to the Nat ional Center
administrators,
as they continue to
cha ir of the Budget and Priorities
for Educational Stat istics, tuition
worry about the afTordabil ity of eduCommittee. "And it is of utmost
discounting for nonprofit, pri vate
cat ion for their students.
concern to the comm ittee and to the col leges like Col umbia rose to 29
Harte! said his comm ittee hopes to
admin istration."
percent in 2000, up from 21 pcrcent
submit a revised version of its tuition
Hartel to ld The Chronicle that the
in 1999.
discounting report to the schoo l by
committee's recommendation not to
Tuition discounting is a touchy
spring.
implement tuition discounting was
issue for a lot of schoo ls, according
only the fi rst part of research regard- r..:t.:O..:R.:.o:.:n~a:-.ld=--=G:.:a::g~e_A_l_la_n~,_t_h_c_a_ss_;_st_a_nt_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ing the matte r.
He said the college sympathizes
Continued/rom Page 3
with the swdent body about tuition
costs and Columbia 's need for diversity. Hartel is a Columbia alumnus.
military insurance through her ance carrier could raise costs so high
that they would be an exorbitant
Due to a slight drop in enrollment
father. and said that Columbia's plan
this year, Columbia is vulnerabl e,
price, Summers said.
would have been a giant step down
According to Woltmann, those
and it just isn't ready to cut down
for her.
scenarios
arc possible, but not probtuition costs for some students, he
"We looked into it, and I didn't
able.
said.
really !ike what I saw," said
"There is always a chance thaI an
" What wc:'re looking at now is
Pikowitz. "Under mine, I don't have
insurance carrier won't ofTer coverother ways of be ing able to ofTer
to pay for much of anything."
age to an institution with low enrollafTordability to students," he said.
Cindy Summe rs of DePaul
ment ," Woltmann sa id. "Like any
J us ti n Kulovsek, Columbia's
University'S Student AfTairs office
business, if the insurance carrier is
Stu dent Gove rnmen t Association
said an insurance carrier wou ld have
paying claim amount s that arc high·
president, sa id that he's ready to see
foreseen such a low turnout, espee r than the premiums they rece ive,
an institutional solution to afford·
cially at co lleges and would comthen they cou ld not operate, which is
abil ity now.
pensate not by deny ing cove rage but
why pol icy rates a re inc reas ing
Kulovsek said that during his t ime
by raising the premiums.
across the country."
at the schoo l, he has seen a decrease
At some point in that s ituation,
however, it is possible that the insur·
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11·h St.

Concert Hall Events:
The following events qualify for Reclta( Attendance c,e~lt.

Tues. Jan. 6

Jazz Guitar Ensemble

12:30

PM

Students perform jazz standards arranged for large guitar ensembles

Jazz Combo Fest ••

3:.00

PM

Student -chamber jazz ensembles perform classic transcriptions
and jazz standards

7:30

PM

Student rocl<Ifusion ensemble perfO(ll1S eclectic selections

Wed. Jan. 7

Classical Guitar Concert ••

12:3.0 PM

SltJdents perform solo and duet works for classical gunar

Columbia College Jazz Ensemble 7:30

PM

SltJdent jazz ensemble performs big band music

Thurs. Jan. 8

New Music Ensemble ••

3:00

PM

.Student chamber ensemble perfonna classfcal & contemporary works

events are free.
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enlng
"What We've Learned"
February 15. 2004
5:00pm

1104
S. W
abast.lthe hu b"
Lower
l everln
call

312.344.6792

for more info

Sponsored by the Office of Student leadership

With the Fall semeste r almost
over and a new semester about to
begin, Student Government is
going to be more active in the

Columbia community. Now that
the ball s a re ro lli ng and the committees have been meeting,
expect to see a bigger SGA prese nce a round campus. We are
here to help the community and
affect as many students in a positi ve way as we can. A few
things SGA is' work ing on right

now

incl ude:

a Community

Ce lebrat ion w ith a Mard i Gras
theme tak ing p lace on Fat
Tuesday (in conjunction with
Student Organ izations Council),
the start of a shuttle service fo r
Colum bia students only, working
with C-S pot, a new office in
charge of beautifying the schoo l
(mainly in the form of mura ls),
as well as push ing to get the
items on our Amenities Proposal
from paper to reality. SG~ is
committed to helping our schoo l,
and our biggest goa l for the
Spring semester is to prove it. .
-SGA Public Relations Committee

Contact Infor mation
E-maii: sga@colum.edu
Phone: 312-344-6657
Fax: 312-344-8423
1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Student Org. H U B/Office C
Chicago, iL 60605
Open: M-Th 10-4

SGANEWS

SENATOR
SPOTLIGHT

Last Week's Minutes
The following is a brief representation of what the Columbia College Chicago Student Government
Association discussed at the last senator meeting.

-Call to Order 5:02PM
-Approval of minutes
-Comm ittee meeting and times
o Senators must find out when a nd where their committees wi ll be meeting next semester
o Public Relations needs to know ASAP to help get the word out so other students can come
-Radio Food Drive
o As a reminder, we are presenting the Greater Chicago Food Depository with $\000 at noon on
Dec. 18
o The President of the College will be there as well at noon
-State of the College Address
o President ofSGA. Justin Kulovsek, has a meeting with Dr. Carter right after break to ta lk about
the address as well as Vice President open forums follow ing
-IBHE-SAC Report
.
o Mike Gallo. Art and Des ign Senator has written a report on what was talked about at the last
IBHE-SAC meeti ng. it was approved by the Senate to give to the Adm inistration

Hey Guys! My name is Maggie Ness
and I am Broadcast Journalism major.
I am a sophomore representing
. Student Government Association as a
Residence Hall Association senator. I
have been a resi dent here at Col umbia
College Chicago for .the past two years
and th is year have taken on the position of RHA President. I am excited to
be joining SGA and am looking foreword to a great year!
Thanks!
Maggie Ness

NEXT WEEK
5 p.m. in the basement of 11 04 S. Wabash Ave. (The HUB) ! Issues tentati vely to be discussed arc:
Financial Aid, State of the College Address, school-wide meetings wi th the vice presidents

Tidbits
KEEP YOUR EYES OPEN FOR
NEW SGA IN ITIATI VES
AROUND SCHOOL

WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
LOOK FOR POSTERS AND
FLIERS ABOUT JOI N ING AN
SGA COMM ITTEE!!! ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME'

GOVERNING ADVICE
"Pa Rum Pum Pum Pum"

WITH FINALS COMING
UP, SHOULD THERE BE
EXTENDED LAB AND
LIBRARY HOURS?

YESD

NOD

Tum into .ny oIlhe "T.I It To The 80(' Locelionl
(1104, 623 S. Wabnh. 600 S . Miehigen)
Of return to the SGA otI'\ee

Some students pay upward of $500 for books
The e-mail referred to the UI
Bookstore as an unnecessary "m iddleman," and urged students to scll
their books directly to each other by
University of Idaho students might
listing them on the site.
find themselves in shorter lines at the
Ironically, Godwin said the site
UI Bookstore next semester followwas made poss ible because of texting the launch of several local webbook information provided on the UI
sites dedicated to selling textbooks at
Bookstore site.
lower rates.
Amaia Kirtland, .a junior majoring
One
particular
website,
·in political sc ience, pays nearly $600
www.moscowbooks.com. is growing
cach semestcr at the UI Bookstore.
in popularity. The studer.lt-run webKirtland said she would like to sec
site currently lists more than 300
more student organizations take part
textbooks for sale by local ur stu- .
in hclping students find cheaper textdents in Moscow, Idaho.
ur Bookstore officials, however, books.
" There 's no reason why we
say the s.ites are not necessarily the
shouldn't have a giant book swap,"
best way for students to save money
Kirtland said.
Manager Peg Godwin said s\udents arc at greater risk of losing
See Books, Page 9
money when they usc these sites to
buy books from other students.
"If you're not careful, [you] could
be buying the wrong edition,"
Godwin said.
c .w. GriffllhlMiami Herald
Although UI students have been
Psychologist Veronica Dumas, left, on staff at the University of Miami's Counseling Center,
buying textbooks online for ycars,
Godwin said employees working at
sits with COPE members Peter Maki and Ashley Tift in Miami last month. The center organizthe UI Bookstore became concerned
es events to bridge the gap between students and counselors at the university as the numwhen an e·mail announcing the
ber of students dealing with mental health issues increases.
launch bf www.moscowbooks.com
before. The number ~f depressed sruColleges acknowledge thi s is a hot' was recently sent to UI students.
By Daniela Lamas
Godwin said student employees
dents seeking help doubled from
issue. With limited funds, they've
Kn~ht RMider Newspapers
1989 to 200 I, according to one study, hired more psychiatrists, stepped up did not agree with how the bookstore
MIAMI----Caitlin Stork tried to kill and those with suicidal tendencies hours at counseling centers, insti.tuted was portrayed in the e-mail.
"'fhe tone was not particularly
herself the first time when she was 15. tripled during the same period.
outreach programs throughout the
She was hospitalized, discharged and
Suicide is the second leading killer campus and instructed teachers to nice," Godwin said.
attempted suicide again.
of college students-with an estimat- watch students during exam times.
The doctors diagnosed depression ed 7.5 deaths per 100,000 students
"Around this time, it's very, very
and put her on Paxil. It wasn't until every year, according to a · study of hard, but we don't tum people away,"
the drug drove her into a manic state Big 10 campuses from 1980 to 1990. said Florida State University's counthe sense thai there's a long psycho~
By Gwenn Miller
that she was diagnosed with bipolar Three New York University under· seling center director, Dr. Anika
logical history of attractiveness matdisorder, and prescribed lithium.
Kn~hI Ridder NewsP'l'"
grads died in three separate apparent Fields, who called the weeks before
ter.ing in lots of things," Basow said.
Stork is now a senior at Harvard suicides this fall.
first-semester exams "crunch period."
Question No. I: On a scale of one
It matters so much that entire web~
University, still taking the mood-sta10, how effective was your profes- sites are devoted to evaluating proIt's a complicated landscape, where
But critics say colleges need to do
bilizing lithium and the anti-psychot- it's easier to find blame than answers. more. There's little evidence of which sor?
fe ssors.
RateMyProfessor.com
ic Scroquel.
Doctors and studcnts point to inte(Ventions work best, stigma still
Question No.2: On a scale of one allows students to rate teaching effec"You would never believe how increased academic pressure, starting surrounds mental illness, and students to 10, how would you rate your pro- tiveness and professor's looks
much I can hide from you," Stork at a much earlier age. In addition, describe a disconnect between coun- fessor's looks?
(dep icted by a chili pepper if they are
wrote for a campus display on mental there's easy access to drugs and alco- seling centers and the campus popula.
Think the second question is outra- deemed "hot").
health. "I'm a Harvard student like hoi in a culture where stress is the lion.
geous? Well, it is. It would never
Kimberly Rodgers, a Penn State
any other; r take notes during lecture, nonn and sleepless nights a badge of
Many schools simply aren't ready, appear on a student .evaluation of a assistant professor of finance, was
goof off. but I never let on how honor.
Stork said: "The science is advancing professor.
one professor whose name appeared
much I hurt."
Students with serious mental ill- faster than the universities."
But that doesn't mean it's not a on the site. She said reasonable peoStork is one of a growing number ness also are getting diagnosed and
For students without diagnosed factor
worth
considering
as ple ~ill reject Internet-posted evaluaof college students coping with men- medicated earlier. As such, some mental illness, it's still hard to recog- Pennsylvania State University stu- tions.
tal illness. More students with more young adults like Stork, can make it nize whether problems exist, and to dents fill out Student Rating of
"The notion of correlating instructo college, while they might not have ask for help. Having more counselors Teaching Effectiveness forms this ' tor appearance with effective teachSee Mental
week.
years earlier.
ing strikes me as nonsensical,"
In a recent study, two researchers Rodgers said.
As superfic ial as the study (and the
at the University of Texas at Austin
concluded that more attractive pro- website) might sound, student evalufessors outscored their more homcly ations can have se rious implications
for faculty. Tcnure-track faculty at
colleuges on teaching evaluations.
Danie l Hamcrmcsh, professor of Pcnn State arc ultimately judged in
economics, and one of his students, . thrce categories to get tenureing a trend in Boulder, Colo. Police point toa
i
Amy Parker. asked students to look research, service and teachin g. In
., '
.
player Chris Copeland.
at photographs of 94 professors and other words, student ratings count.
The alleged shooters, who witnesses dcscrib€;d as "ul1\vanted gucsts,",fired 15 sho~s mto a Boulde( . apartmen~
Secor said the university wanlS to
rate their looks. They compared the
early Dec. 7 after residents asked some of the IOO-plus party guests to leave.
ratings with average student evalua- make the right promotion and tenure
In September, an unwanted guest at a CU fraternity house party reportedly" brandished a silver b'Un and·threatdecisions.
And to do that, Penn State
tion scores for the courses thosc proened attendees. On Nov. 27, an unw~mted guest allegedly threw a man down a flight of stairs at another CU~
must get student input as a measurefessors taught.
area party.
The researchcrs found that the pro- ment
• UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
Basow said biases do affect evalufesso rs who ratcd high in the looks
Freshmen applying to the University of Texas at Austin as early .as fall 2005 will be evaluared under new edte·
category were also rated better teach- ations and aren't pure measures of
ria including race and ethnicity, UT administrators said Dec.8~ :.,
.
ers than less-attracti ve professors, by teaching effectiveness or compeUT Systcm officials told Provost Shcldo.n Ekland-Olson on Dcc.8 that hc·could announce that rac~ .v.'lll be a
almost a point. According to an tence.
factor in applicant evaluations next year, said UT President Larry Faulkner.
"It's not that students' opinions
October article in the Chronicle of
, "They havc not yct approved the details of the proposals,'~:, EkJand-Olson said. !'They have
Higher Education, that's a substantial aren' t useful, but they shouldn't be
announcement that race will be,taken into account in holistic and individualistic assessments
the sole measures of teach ing effecdifference.
;A provision in the Texas EdUcation Code requiIesuniversities to publicize changes
tiveness," Basow said.
Reviews of the study arc mixed.
year before they can be implemented.
Senior Melissa DiCarlo sai d it
Robert Secor, vice provost for aca• MINOT STATE
demic affairs al Penn State, said the matters whether a professor can keep
her
awake ·in class, not their look s.
uniyersity 's own research found that
Other students agree. Senior Maria
the biggest indicator of student evaluations was how much they learned Sansone said it's important that professors care about what they teach .
from the course.
Nick Magnini, a senior, said first
"The more the students felt they
learned, the higher the scores," Secor impressions are big, but only at first .
"If
your teacher's a slob, you'll be
said.
. Susan Basow, the Charles A. Dana like, 'W hat 's going on here?'"
professor of psychology at Lafayette Magnini said. " In the end, after a few
College, said non traditional profes- weeks, it comes down to what you
sors- women,
minorities- are learn. Looks only go so far, like
everything else in life."
judged more critically.
~'The findings don't surprise me in

By Jessie Bonner
Idaho Argonaut (U.ldaho)
(V-WIRE) MOSCOW, Idaho-

Survey -says: looks matter
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Supreme court case hits hom
at one Washington state college
o

Religious schools feel pinch as top court limits federal funding

By Nick Perry
The Seat1ler....
Nestled on a grassy slope in a quiet
Kirkland, Wash. neighborhood,
Northwest College makes the modest
claim to being the "most exciting
Christian college on the cast side of
Seattle" on its website.
But right now the 70-year-old private college of 1,200 srudents may
well be the most talked-about school
in the nation, as the U.S. Supreme
Court wrestles with the case brought
by fonner srudent Joshua Davey of
Spokane.
Davey sued the state of
Washington when it rescinded a
$2,800 merit scholarship after he
declared theology as his major. Since
then, the lower eourts have reached
conflicting decisions on the churchstate case known as Locke v. Davey,
and the Supreme Court reportedly
also is divided on Ihe issue.
But while others argue, students at
Davey's alma mater arc one-sided in
their support of him. During chapel,
they hear regular updates on his case,
then they pray for him. Davey himself
called faculty members Dec. 2 to give
a blow-by-blow account of the court
process. Staff have also been preparing students for media interviews as
the school has its moment in the lime-

and helping the community," he said.
"People pay counselors hundreds of
dollars an hour, but I want to do
something free of charge. I don't see
why I shouldn 't receive funds when I
feel a calling to do that."
Sarah Kelly, 18, another freshman
who receives a need-based scholarship, said, "I think they should treat
all students the same, religion or not."
Davey enrol led at Northwest
College, which is affiliated with the
Assemblies of God, in 1999. The
state granted him a two-year Promise
Scholarship, awarded to low- and
middle-income students with good
grades, but later rescinded it. Davey
sued and has pursued the case despite

abandoning his initial career choice in
favor of Harvard Law School.
Like 36 other states, Washington
bans government funding of religious
instruction. Opponents of the case
argue funding students such as Davey
violates state law.
But to Christianna Woods, an 18year-old freshman who also gets a
slate need-based scholarship, the case
is a lesson for life. Davey is pursuing
the matter not to benefit himself, but
for the larger good of society, she
said.
'" would never be able to do something like that. He has a lot of
courage," Woods said. "( think he's
pretty cool for doing this,"

light.
About 30 students who arc studying for the ministry and who receive
state scholarships have a direct financial stake in the outcome of the case.
David Conners, 20, a freshman
studying pastoral ministries, said he
receives about $2,200 from a state
need-based scho larship, helping
toward his $23,000 annual ruitionand-board cos!. If Davey loses the
~~as~, - Corp1~rs said, he'll lose the
sdfolarship, but will find another
way to finance his srudies.
"I'm majoring in helping people

Jimi lottlThe Seattle Times

Northwest College students, from left, Karen Thomas, David
Conners, Christianna Woods and Sarah Kelly, stand near the
school's ct'iapel in Kirkland, Wash. These students could be
affected by the U.S. Supreme Court's decision in the Locke v.
Davey case.

Mental health ContinuedjiumPage8
helps, they say, but it's not enough.
"A lot of srudents aren't that romfortab le going up to a psychiatrist,
and saying, .' Hey, I need some help,'"
said Peter Maki, a University of
Miami student and member of the
group Counseling, Outreach, Peer
Education.
Maid, a psychobiology major, is
one of a group of students trying to
tum COPE from a group that does
"secretarial work" to a link. berween
the counseling center and the student
body.
''There's definitely a gap," said
Ashley TIft, a University of Miami
senior who chairs COPE. She
referred a friend to the counseling
center who was depressed and drinking too much. It helped, but she
wouldn't have known where to turn if
she weren't involved with COPE.
At Harvard, Stork heads a student
group, the Mental Health Awareness

and Advocacy Group. At a conference last year, members learned that
personal contact has proved the best
way to reduce stigma- better than
education.
They created an annual mental
health awareness week, with panels,
relaxation techniques and prominently-displayed student narratives on
bulletin boards in a heavily-trafficked
campus area. An undergrad with
obsessive-compulsive disorder wrote
about her need to wash her hands 50
times per day. A depressed freshman
considered tak ing too many pills,
lying in bed while everyone else
seemed to welcome the new opportunities and activities.
With these and her own experiences in mind, Stork urges Harvard's
resident advisers to "err on the side of
nosiness" rather than risk missing a
student in trouble.
When all safety nets fail, there's

SOME SYMPTOMS OF DEPRESSION
Think your friend or child might have a problem? The following are some
symptoms of depression, from the National Institute of Mental Health. Not
everyone who is depressed experiences every symptom.
• Persistent sad, anxious or "empty" mood
• Peelings of hopelessness, pessimism
• Feelings of guilt. worthlessness. helplessness
• Loss of inreres[ or pleasure in hobbies and activities. including sex
• Decreased energy, fatigue, being "slowed down"
• Difficulty concentrating. remembering, making decisions
• InsolTUl1a. early~moming awakening or oversleeping
• Appetite and/or weight loss or overeating and weight gain
• Thoughts of death or Silicide; suicide attempts
• Restlessness, irritability
• Persi,tent physical symptoms that do not respond to treatment, such as
headaches. digestive disorders and chronic pain

Katie Yankura and Ed Bellefond show off their n::~~~\~'~.
tooed foreheads for Headvertise's first campus c
The company pays clients, particularly college stuldents.
wear temporary tattoos for a week.

Kirtland recently registered with
www.Ulunderground .org, another
textbook exchange si te organized by
UI students from the Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity. After pay ing $2, students
receive the contact infonnation of the
person listing the textbook they
would like to buy.
Despite informative table discussions held by the fraternity in front of
the VI Commons and advertisement
through word of mouth, Kirtland was
recently notified the site will be shut
down due to lack of support
As the cost of textbooks continues
to rise, the buybac.k held at the end of
each semester at UI is also a source
of frustration for many students.
The UI Bookstore is limited in the
number of books it can buy back, and
only 33 percent of books currently
being used will be accepted. "We can
on ly buy back as many as we're
goi ng to sell," Godwin said.
Godwin said she understands the
frus tration of students who spend a
considerable amount of money at the
UI Bookstore every six months and
only receive a small percentage of
their investment back when they sell
their books at the end of the semester.
Kirtland said the buyback could be
improv.ed.
"When I pay $500 for books and
get back $50, there' s something
wrong," Kirtland said. " I know what
I pay for and what I get back is definit.ely not the same thing."
Although Ihe number of students
exchanging books online has not hurt
the sa le of books at the UI Bookstore,
Godwin said the anger is misplaced.
"Students have to understand
we' re not choosing the books; the
decision is up to facu lty," Godwin
said.
In October, UI faculty submitted a
list of textbooks to order for the
spring semester.
Students say professors should
take the cost of textbooks into considerati on when choosing course
materials.
"I've had professors complain

about the cost of textbooks," Kirtland
said. "I find it interesting because
they're the ones selecting them."
Godwin said professors have little
input in Ihe price. of a textbook,
which is set by the book's publisher.
A significant number of textbooks
are also turned away at each buyback
because a newer e.dition has been
released for the next semester.
Godwin said professors arc choosing
the newer editions in order to keep
the material in their courses updated .
After working in the book business
for 25 years, Godwin said publishers
arc releasing new editions of textbooks more frequently than ever.
Jamie Cannon, a UI senior, said
she has been buying her books for the
past two years through BookPeople,
a local bookstore in Moscow.
Carmon sa id she has saved a considerable amount of money by having
the store order her books for her.
As students continue to look for
outside sources to save money on
textbooks, some have found a different solution.
Verity Lectka, a junior majoring in
fish and wildlife resources, took 18
credits this semester without buying
any textbooks.
By sharing textbooks with a roommate and paying a small fee to borrow a friend 's, Lectka's only purchase at the UI Bookstore was a $20
lab manual.
Whether choosing to buy online or
not to buy at all, Godwin said there is
one place where she has seen textbook prices drop consistently.
In the United Kingdom, students
can save up to 50 percent on their
books for next semester. Godwin said
she has seen textbooks on www.amazon.uk listed at lower prices, including shipping costs.
Godwin said UI Bookstore officials have begun to discuss the possibility of purchasing textbooks overseas in order to save students money.
"That's the only place I've seen
with consistent price drops," Godwin
said.

WE'RE AHEAD OF YOU
Find out what we're
working on for next week
Only on N9\NSBeat
Thursdays at noon on Frequency TV
THE

CHRONICLE
YOUR PAPER.
YOUR NEWS.
On newsstands Monday
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General Information

[C]
spaces

C-Spaces/Hokin Center is seeking work aide
and work study students for the
following positions for the Spring 2004 semester:

Sound Technician Assistant
Events/Publicity Assistant
General Gallery Assistant
Please submit applications to Student Employment (623 S. Wabash, Room 315)
or Tanya Reed in the Hokin Center (623 S. Wabash, First Floor) by January 17
at 5pm. For job descriptions or more information, contact Tanya by calling
x-7118 or by emailing treed@colum.edu.
For more information about C-Spaces and the Hokin Center, check out
www.colum.edu/spaces.

STUDENT

CURATOR

FOR TH E 200 3-2 004 SC HOOL YEAR

Do you love art. possess a flair for organization, and have
a great idea for an exhibition that's tresh. relevant and fun?
Fulfill your vision: curate an exhibition for c· spaces.
Pick Ufl iJ cu ri) tor proposo l furm
fror'll Ih t ~ flU CO ' oltleo. 0 1
Tho Hokln Conlcr
S. Wobos h, h i floor
hoklnconlorl<llcOlum,oou
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Mario Burke
Aa ron Kohl

Jooumy 8· 16, 2004
Open ing Reception :
Ja nuary 8 , 5-7 PM

Aimee lee
Soro M. loosen
JT Newman
Rebecca onn Rob-tad
Mordy Sears

Lani Shem brimoi
ami trosley
Issac Woltmi re Williams
For more information. viSI t www colum edvhpo<:e~
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Exposure

Room for improvement in the new year
The new year is here . Hooray!
And with the passing of an o ld year
comes the perfect chance to make
big changes . It is a time for resolutions and at Columbia things are no
different. The Chronicle's staffers
are already implementing their
own plans for personal improvement : quilling smoking. losing
weight and for one employee,
growing a beard .
But we can't let ourselves have
all the fun . Therefore. wc've compiled a short list of resolution suggestions for Columbia (in the event
that President Carter forgot to
make onc himselO. It is a list of
just a few things we think could
make our school even belter. After
all. nobody and nothing is perfect.
I. Create more space. It doesn't
take a genius to realize that many
of Columbia'S South Loop facilities are maxed out. Much of the
college's space simply cannot hold
all of the students that want and
need to use it. There should be
more meeting rooms, more exhibition areas and a day care centerthings that 'w ould allow students to
reach the ir full potential as artists
and as human beings . All of these
things would fit nicely into some
sort of student center (hint, hint).

2. Amend teacher workload. Not
only do the fine professors of
Columbia teach us o n a weekly
basis, they a lso act as counselors
and work full- or part-time jobs.
They are expected to be creative in
the classroom and at work with little time to breathe in between. If
more teachers were hired, the quality of teaching overall would
undoubtedly
be
improved .
Teachers would have the opportunity to focus more on individual
students, and students would have
more teachers and class sections to
choose from-a win-win situation
for all .
3. Get new, anything-but-whatwe-have-now elevators , Students,
faculty and administrators are all
sick of waiting for Columbia's old,
cramped elevators to come pick
them up and drag them to their
offices and classrooms. Although
this is not the type of situation that
can be fixed overnight, the beginning of the process would give
people hope that one day,
Columbia will no longer have an
elevator problem . We just want to
get to class and learn.
4. Lower tuition. Why is it that
tuition never goes down? The price
to attend school here continues to

skyrocket. Once a college that
almost anyone could afford (which
makes sense because open enrollment allows almost anyone to
attend), Colu mbia is now on track
to become a school that only the
affluent and wealthy demographic
can attend. It 's time to lower
tuition and attract a more diverse
body of artists that makes this
school unique .
5. Give Student Financial
Services an overhaul. Those students fortunate enough to be able
to afford this school are constantly
struggling to get their loan money
from
the
Student Financial
Services department, With the
recent appointment of a new director, The Chronicle is optimistic
that the department will finally
become the well-running office
that it should be. The new year
should be a year without unre-turned phone calls or lost loan
applications . There should be no
more students shouting, "Show me
the money'"
Though just suggestions, The
Chronicle truly believes these resolutions could make the college a
more marvelous place and, if
implemented soon, could make for
one hell of a nice year.

Dean, Dean the political machine
Joseph Lieberman got a shOi in
the teeth Dec. 9 wben his old buddy
and former presidtntial tnil runner
AI Gore e~ former Vermont
Go" , Howard Dean in next fall's
impending Sleel cage match againsz
incumbent George W. Bush.
People are bowtd to ask why
Liebc:nnan. ...110 stood shoulder 10,
uIl. forehead ,,; th Gore in 2000. iJ
d itching his (ormal Democratic
running mate for Ihc snarling. Ian
bcaIt (rom New England. The 'impk-st M\S'A'cr is because they han
nodling in common anymore,
Dean is the most likely hope for
the party; he draW1 a fine line wher,
evet he gOC1, brilliant plal inum
smik and mane, prowling like a
uF in a age. l ieWrrnan has none
or hiJ VCfVe or wit. is too tmulive
in hi. decisions and lacks the
chariJm.a and anga that draws voten and 5pOIJights ;ldO his aWl.
ever mind thai his conJcrvll;ve

poIilo lie jUJt a hai, 'J len"" away
from makin, him I lap doa fi, CD
...., "'" cuoIIiom II I Rcpubliun
tUnckaiti... dum".

As of the most recent polls, Dean
hal: pulled ahead of the pack, outpacing his fello ..... Democratic nominees by almost 15 points. Despite
his outspoken opposition 10 the
Iraqi war. Dean has maintained a
steady lead that didn't even seem to
faller when deposed Iraqi dictator
Saddam Hussein was found squatting in a hole in the ground, picking
the lice from his be.,d for nourish-

mcnL
While echoing the: consensus that
the capture of Saddam was indeed ,
a good thing, Dean reiterated his
previously staled views. sayi ng,
ooTM capture of Saddam has not
made: America sa fer," decrying (rilin o n both sides for their
" Wu hington politics" Lieberman
meanwhile has been hid ina beh ind
the Bush adminislration 's skirt by
.ttacking Dean. Nile thinks wc' re
not safer by removins a homicidal
maniac. " Lieberman said durina a
prcs.
conference
follow inS
Saddam'. capture. '1'hc rlCt Is Ihlt
00'1. Oean hu made I ICriCJ or
dutHOUJ judamenu and inesponsi.

ble statements in this campaign that
together signal that he would take
us back to the days when we
Democrats were not trusted to
defend our security."
Lieberman has effectively crystallized his position in this race,
betraying his cowardice and lack of
ideal by tack ing his moderate
stance on social issues onlo the
Republ icanJ ' hard-line stance on
the War on Terror.
Dean may not have a policy on
national securilY that resonates with
votc r:r-not yet anyway- but at
least he refuses to follow his fellow
candidates by tack ina broad and
detailed issues 0010 his pllcform
too early in the: game .
Combined w ith his single-handed break from Ihe pack and his successful fund-raisins efforts, Dcan
hl3 proven himself the most competent member of the party.
Lieberman should slep aside: leI
someone who has a chance slep up
10 the plate . Otherwise they'll end
up in the same place they Ire
nOW- II the bottom.

YEAH, REAL HAPPY, , •

Columbia's Voices
Tbue'l more to ma instream
mUlic tb.n MTV
In response to Adam Ferington's
Dec . 8 article "Music industry a
wasteland." I'd like to offer a few
challenges and perhaps some better
advice.
First of all, you say that "music is
crap." Could you be a little more
vague? This isn't an attack on writing skill, but if there's a point to be
made, perhaps a little specificity
would strengthen your argument.
You also claim that "everybody
wants ' the next big thing' '.. pop
scrubbed clean ffor1 the masses."
Personally, I most certainly don't fit
into IMt c.tegory and I would imagine thai many people at Colwnbia
also do not. I found myself insulted
that your uticle wu extremely overgeneralized, but of course it's your
own n,unted voluntary ignorance
that made it so. You don' t know me
or a vast majority of Columbia students I would assume, SO please
don't elevate yoursclfand call everyone else's music "garbage" and then
have the audacity to think you're not
wrona. Especially when a good portion of yOUl audience at this school
has rooted their lives in studying
music and educating themselves
about more than Rollina Stone,
" American Idol" and MTV. You do a
great injustice to lhcir intelligence by
making generalizations, and ~'C 're
pan of the problem?
While I mllY lliN:e that music
played on most popular radio stations isn ' t exactly on the top of the
IIlent scalc. I liso ~.lIu thai Clt~
aOf>t of music I" only I very small
ponlon of what's Ittually out wre,
Did yOtJ eVer think thlt artists could
hoose not 10 ptcMnt thcmSC!lves In
.. od l•• po,IIIIh'? lind pl .... don',
propel the slC'rcotYJKl that , II talellt i$
Iha result of st.rvhti "I'd I:. Qlld biul'menl fCcol"\Unu st\ltllfl!C Tht.rc IU(I
ric III o r 1I1 hmuxl IUti lft mil th"-rt'

""ho Ju.ve bccll J U~I 1* i ~t\:~c 1\11 In
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,,,II j ,,-.I I1H.'IICY, Nut .. II IIIU)\UlI' )OU
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"Old babits die bard:· rnn in
America

I am writing in response to Adam
J. Ferington 's remarkably one-sided
indicuncnt of the gcneraI continent
of Europe ("Old babies die hard:'
11110/03). Fin' of all. a11hough I
wholeheartedly agree with Mr.
Fcrington that. especially as of late
in some European countries. .cls of
unforgi¥lble anti-Semitic violc:ncr
ha\iC oc:<:urrcd. ~ is no basis to his
araument thaI Europe is the sole creator and perpetrator of1'8cist dogmA.
First or all, Mr. Ferington. ha~
you evcr even been to Europe?
B«ause it's an c:nti~ continent full
of different countries and individu·
als. not all of which (Cvn1 in lhe
_lOllS land of G<nnaoy) ...""
always, IU you st..te.
their
atnocido striously. 'lavina Ih~ m
G<rm.ny .nd modo ,he
aslt
"ct\"" (knnlU\~ about the Holouust.
I \:11\1\ $afcl t~lI)'ou that:. at leasl
l'UUOf\i th(l pwpla I n\tt, 111 of tlw:nl
:uronvl I:Ott~mncd it and Wert
d«rl>' CIJUCfn\C"\J b the mine NC'O'lUI ¥rou~ within tMir countt)',
0\ (\tIl I~I . it ~ u my ~an
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While I'm not a music major and nOl
an expert. I've at least spent the last
12 years studying orchestral percussion, marching percl1Ssion and piano,
and I know what it is to make music
and to work at it. But my point isn't
to make myself sound holier than
thou and to sound like t know what's
good for everybody.
Frankly, I ruJly don't care what
Mr. Ferington listens to and I don't
intend to change his attitude. But
unlike the attitude portrayed in the
article, I do believe thai there are
intelligent music listene~ out there
and they deserve some credit for
their tastes without criticism or unsolicited insult.
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Commentary

Mainstream media misses the story
Adam J. Ferington
Commentary Editor

There seems to be a lack of parity in the Bush administration's
policy on terrorism, regardless of
all the hard speech and cowboy
posturing that George W. Bush and
Attorney General John Ashcroft
enjoy throwing about.
When embarrassing events. such
as the discovery of a white
supremacist terrorist cell on
American soil are exposed, particularly in Bush's good 'ole home

state of Texas, the administration
is surprising ly silent.

In November, a 62-year-old
Tyler, Texas, man William Krar
pleaded guilty to possession of a
chemical weapon. Krar had an
accumulation of "weapons of mass
destruction" that would make U.N.
Weapon 's Inspector Hans BJix
spontaneously burst into flam es.
Krart with ties to numerous
white supremacist movements, had
effectively built himself a sodium
cyanide bomb similar to the one
Timothy McVeigh used to destroy
the Federal Building in Oklahoma

City in 1995.
Fo llowing the 911 I attacks, the
Justice Department altered its
guidel ines, lumping the production
of bathtub methamphetamines and
pipe bomb manufacturing as
"chemical agents" and "weapons
of mass destruction," respectively.
In the eyes of Ashcroft and the
law, Mr. Krar has effectively built
a chemical weapon that would
make a rel igious zealot proud.
In addition to the bomb, Mr.
Krar and his girl friend Judith

Voices Continuedfrom Page 12
you that you can easily find good 01'
anti-Semitism not only in the
America that has, as you insist,
"made great strides toward tolerance
and acceptance," not only just in the
Confederate nag-happy Deep South
where Jews and other minorities are
still excluded from certain country
clubs, Mardi Gras Carnival krewes
and other social cliques, but right
here in Illinois.
Anti·Semitism may have started
in Europe, but America has certainly
added plenty of fuel to the burning
crosses.
I would also like to point out that
it is European countries that have
paved the way for global civil rights
by legitimizing same -sex unions

Bruey had an arsenal consisting of
numerous military issue weapons
and more than 500,000 rounds of
ammunition, as well as an implicit
number of forged identities and the
names of numerous conspirators
across the country. Surprisingly,
however, the media outside of the
Lonestar State has been eerily
quiet. Apparently, lunatics who
wear white sheets on their heads
and kill "whitey" are naughty, but
wearing white over your face and
killing "darkie" bears no recrimination whatsoever.
Unfortunately, this seems to be
the latest example of the media's
quiet double standard when it
comes to report ing on the neo-conservative agenda.
In tandem w ith the Department
of Homeland Security and the FBI ,
the Secret Service has begun monitoring protest groups w ith a keenly uneth ical eye that echoes forme r
FB I director Herbert Hoover's perverted politics. Despite what people may think, it isn 't just the
unshowered weirdos and hippies
who have been placed on the government's watch list, but legitimate
organizations such as Greenpeace
and select chapters of Amnesty
International. The government,
however, is managing to keep their
hands clean by deferring all action
to local police, letting each city 's
assortment of Keystone Cops deal
with the " threats" as they see fit,
often with excessive fo rce and
trumped-up charges, while they
run an interference play to s uccessfully divert the media's attention away from such events and
reassure us w ith a steady stream of

rhetoric.
There has been a subtle shift
away from fair and balanced news,
despite what the Fox News
C hannel may claim. Gatekeepers
to info rmation are required to be
im partial in their dissemination of
the facts. Instead, they conduct
themselves like leprous sewer
workers, redirecting the filth and
sluici ng it into our homes. Th is
does not bode well fo r the country,
particularly with an election year
coming up.
There is an unadulterated agen-

da being pursued by the Bush
administration, the edges of what
we see-the observations,
trumped-up charges, altered guidelines and hard line approachesare merely the angles of a much
larger shape that carry with it a
vast and immeasurably dense
s hadow. We must keep our eyes
keen and our wits sharp, because
determining what is the truth and
what is silently being swept past
our eyes wi ll be a sport all its own
in the coming year.

(Germany, Amsterdam, Denmark),
as well as domestic benefits and
adoption rights for homosexualssomething America. even with all
this "learned from our mi stakes," has
not yet been able to do. (Nor will do,
I daresay, w ith a Bush-backed
adm inistration propelling us " the
only way to go ... forward.").
I do not disagree with your statement that rising ant i-Sem itism in
some areas of particular European
countries is a troubling sign. But I
object to your lambasting an entire
continent, your blatant disregard for
the fact that, just as al l Americans do
not think a like, ne ither do all
Europeans, much less all Germans,
French, or Italians.
You argue that Americans should
not be held accountable indefinitely

for their past of slavery, even in li ght
of the fact that minorities still have
not achieved equal status here, even
though hate crimes are sti ll rampant
and often go unpun ished. If that is
so, then why shou ld all of Europe be
held permanent ly accountable for
the legacy of World War II and global racism?
I just don't understand the purpose
of your article: to ga lvanize
Americans into resenting and fearing
Europe? So we can pat ourselves on
the back, forgetting that many strides
still need to be taken before we can
truly be the "land of the free"?
Though your essay makes some
cogent points and references factual
incidents, it neglects to present the
full picture.
I would never attempt to naively

proclaim that the whole continent of
Europe is free of racists, anti·
Semites. fascists, etc. But I also
cannot accept your implicat ion that
America is somehow exempt from
these same blights on human history.
Blaming Europe is an excuse,
deflect ing away from the all-toopresent reality that exists right under
our noses. Anti-Semitism, racism
against other and all minorit ies,
homophobia, misogy ny- these are
all major issues that plague our ohso-enlightened nation. And I can
only hope that one day we will have,
as you maintain, "learned from our
mistakes."
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From awful to Oscar in 2003
By Matthew Jaster .

ME Editor

.

From hobbits to headbangers, clown
fish to comic books, 2003 offered yet

Harvey Pekar and Joyce Brabner.
Pekar, w ho collaborated on the comic

this year concentrate on fast editing
techniques and com-

book of the same name with legendary

artist

Robert

another year of cinematic
pleasures and multiplex
pain. h was a year where
performances from Bill
Murray. Naomi Wans,
Sean Penn and Nicole
Kidman tried to play hardball with The Matrix:
Revolutions and Return of
the King.

Top

2003:
10. Schoolo/Rock: Jack Black can
be annoying, juvenile, obnoxious,
repulsive, cheap and shameless better
than any actor in Hollywood.
Outshining the likes of Adam Sandler,
Jim Carrey and Will Ferrell, Black created Dewey Finn to preach the good
word of rock 'n' roll to kids sheltered
from the constructive power of guitar solos and gargantuan drum beats.
With
Richard
Linklater in the
direclS>r's chair fo r

became an anthem

9. Bad Santa:
day film on a top 10 list? This anti-holiday film stuck its middle finger in the
air toward yuletide cheer and
Christmas carols by centering the story
around a drunk, horny Santa Claus,
who robs shopping malls across
America. Billy Bob Thornton m3ll8ged
to bring pervcrsity and disgust to an
entirely new level, dragging the audj~
ence around on a foul language sleigh
ride that ends with Santa Claus taking
bullets in the back.
8. American Splendor:A movie
based on a comic book based on the
life of a Cleveland native. American
Splendor juggles fantasy and reality
with the help of Paul Giamatti and
Hope Davis in the leading roles as

Tenebaums, Rushmore and now Lost in
Trans/ation. This subtle film on loneliness wouldn't work without the chemistry between Murray and Scarlett
Johansson. Sofia Coppola has created
a masterpiece, touching, yet incredibly
funny, that leaves the audience completely satisfied .

ever come up with. Sitting through five
minutes of "American Idol" is enough
to know this wasn't going to work and
the box office numbers

ic digestion.

7.
21
Grams:
While the
story and
!::!50_""'"-- the cinematography attack audiences
with a nervous frenzy, it's the perfonnances of Sean Penn, Naomi Wans and
Benicia Del Toro that truly cannot be

ignored. Emotionally bleak and hard to
swallow, it's a story about life and
death and the struggle to deal with our
own mortality.

the story of three
Irish boys from Boston
who are dealing with horrific events from their past and
thei r present. Having lim Robbins,
Sean Penn and Kevin Bacon in the cast
probably won't hurt Eastwood's
chances at the Academy
Awards.

6. 28 Days Later:
Danny Boyle's hyper-

of horror to create
a suspenseful and
intriguing character study. What
appears to be
standard apocalyptic nonsense
turns into an examination
of the evil of men. Although the ending
doesn't live up to the rest of the film,
this was still one of the most entertaining thrillers of the year.
5. Kill Bill: What Quentin Tarantino
lacks in substance, he quickJy makcs
up for in style with the kinetic wrath of
his pop culture princess ''The Bride."
Uma Thunnan · bunts down the men
and women responsible for her neardeath experience in the first volume of
this samurai revenge flick . What plays
to some as a blood-induced slasher
til • come$ across to others as a highly
entertaining
homage
to
Japanimation and spaghetti Westerns.
4. Mystic River: While most film s

Station
Agent: Another quiet
film of 2003, the story offers
an in-depth look at the life of a dwarf
named Finbar McBride. (Peter
Dinklage). The Stalion Agent works
on so many different levels, gaining
most of its momentum from the brilliant work of Patricia Clarkson, who is
easily one of the most underrated
actresses working in the business. The
Station Agent is simply a story about
the importance of relationships, a rare
gem in an industry of special effects
and ridiculous one-liners.
2. Lost in Tramlatlon: God bless
Bill Murray. The man has managed to
sneak into some of my favorite films of
all time, including The Royal

spent
seven years adapting the Lord of the
Rings trilogy for the big
screen. It was seven years well spent,
bound to go down in history as one of
the greatcst trilogies ofal1 time. (return
of the king, indeed.)

Th e worsl films of 2003:
5. The Matrix: Revolutions: There
arc plenty of films that deserve to be on
this list more than The Matrix:
Revolutions, but the disappointment
was enough to justify the
se lection. After an engaging
first film, the trilogy took a
serious nosedive, juggling two absurd scripts
with flashy special , .•- ' 7 '....
effects and Zen
babbling .
Laurence
Fishburne and
Jada PinkettSmith, the only
interesting characters
in the film , are pushed aside
to focus anention on Keanu Reeves
and his Christ-like salvation tendencies.
4. S. WA . T: Colin Farrell is a good
actor when he's given the chance to
act. S.W.A.T. never gave him the
opportunity. What should have been an
entertaining action adventure flick
turned out to be just another plot driven wasle of time. The real CUlprit here
is the poorly written script that reads
like a cross between "Hill Street
Blues" and "Cop Rock....

3. From Justin to Kelly: You didn't
have to see the film to know thls was
one of the worst ideas Hollywood has

ious relationship during the
filming of thi s
monumental disaster. Just 20 minutes
into the film, audiences were reminded
of the quality of productions like
lshtar, Battlefield Earth and Batman
and Robin. There's nothing bener than
watching two A-list actors put out
garbage like this.

Timeline :
c h a r d
Donner
caught
tough
break
with thi s one,
working five years
to get the adaptation
of Michael Crichton'$
Without proper support
from the studio. he was
forced to improvise along
the way. The result is a two-hour yawn
fest that lacks any imagination and
proves that Paul Walkcr descrves to
work in a gas station.
Overall, it was another entertaining
year at the box office. There was a
wide variety of choices for people
interested in different types of films. If
the independent scene gets complctely
wiIX=d out by summer blockbusters in
the ncar future. it might be time to
panic. For now, therc's enough variety
for every film fanatic.

Praise the 'Lord,' the 'King' has finally arrived
By Matthew Jatter

time has come to catch the last threepl us hours of cinematic brilliance .
Three hours can be hard to take in
for the average film audience, but
Peter Jack$on has created a world so
unique and convincing that time
isn't even a fac tor.

Return of the King wraps up the
epic adventures o f Frodo. Aragorn,
Ganda lf and the rest of the fcllowship, as they fight the decisive battle
The journey has come to an end.
for Midd le Earth.
After waiting impati ently since last
Not since the origina l Star Wars
Christmas to witness the final film
trilogy
have three films garnered so
in The Lord of the Rings trilogy, the
much media attention or incited
suc h a gigantic fan fo ll owing.
Jackson, who once directed films
like The Frighteners, Heavenly
Creatures and Bad Taste, has
watched his career catapult to
ridiculous proportions with Th e
Lord of the Rings trilogy.
In his next directorial assignment, Jackson will put together a
King Kong remake and get more
than $20 million to try to pull it
off. It 's unheard of for a director to
bring in that kind of money, but
Jackson
isn't
the
typi ca l
Hollywood filmmaker.
While plenty of mQvie studios
have tried to bring The Lord of the
Rings to the big screen in the past,
it was the tenacity and stubbornness of Jackson that brought the
project from the page to the screen.
The computer animated effects,
which work bener here than in The
New Un. Cln.ma Matrix or Star Wars film s, do not
Viggo Mortensen (Aragom) and Ian Mckellan (Gandalf) prepare for distract the audience from the task
the final battle to save Middle Earth in 'Return of the King'.
at hand. Behind all the epic battles

A&E Editor

and devastating loss of life, it's really just about a singlc hobbit and his
quest 10 destroy a ring.
The most magical aspects of the
final film are the performances of
the actors who spent almost two
years on the project.
Ian McKelien (Gandalf), Viggo
Mortensen (Aragorn), Orlando
Bloom (Legolas), Miranda OUo
(Eowyn) and John Rhys-Davies
(Gimli) should be commended for
taking characters from a nove l and
making them their very own.
An hour into the film, it's obvious
that the actors share a certain kinship, whic h translatc s onto the
screen . Regardless of how you may
feel about the fanta sy genre, there is
no denying the strength and power
of these characters .
At the heart of the story is the
relationship between Frodo (Elijah
Wood) and Sam (Sean Astin) . Here
are two lost souls who want nothing
more than to be back in their hometown cnjoying food and drink and
telling stories to each other.
Instead, they' re climbing a mountain with the entire fat e of the world
in their tiny, broken hands.
The burden is too great for Frodo
alone . If not for his faithful companion, the quest wourd most likely

have ended long ago.
If the combination of performances and special effects is the reason
the trilogy has done so well , then
Andy Serkis (Gollum) has played
the most important part .
Gollum, voiced and animated
after Serkis himself, stea ls the show
with his ominous presence in Return
of the King.
Easily the greatest computer-animated character in the history or
film , Gollum battles hi s inner
demol,ls throughout the story.
Fighting between his loya lty to
Frodo and hi s personal desire for thc
ring, Gollum is a sini ste r obstacle at
the conclusion of thc quest.
Calling Return of the King an epic
film might not be giving cnough
credit to the cast and crew that
helped put it together.
It's more than an epic film ; it 's
the end of a tormented journey, the
dawning of a new day for a popular
fantasy world and proof that movie
magic is alive and well, at Icast in
New Zealand.
For now, diehard fan s will have to
wait until Jackson inks that multimillion-dollar deal for the screen
adaptation of The Hobbit, a deal that
will undoubtedly bring millions
back to Middle Earth once more.
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By Kat Gresey

Assistant A&E Editor

Isn'l it funny how every year
peop le come up with the most
horribly impossible New Year 's
resolutions? As if starting a new
year would make the oh·so-fun
struggles of quitting smok ing or
losing 10 pounds any easier.
These afC the types of resolutions that only a very few, and I
must say, very strong gro up of
individ uals are ab le to compl ete,
and we as a society shou ld look:
up to them for beating the odds
and making good on their
pledges.
But what about the fest of us?
There has got to be a way to
make a so lemn pledge and commit to it for at least one year.
and I ~ Ii eve , have discove red a
way 10 do it.
To make good on a resolution.
one must really want to do il .
There must be an inner passion
driving that resolution straight to
the fini sh line . I don't know
about you, but as much as I want
to lose weight. I am not thrilled
with the prospeci of dieting and
exercising to accomplish this .
On the other hand, I am all
about doing things that are totally awesome and easy-as-hell to
accomplish, even if that means
doing them for a year straight.
So, I have come up with my
own lisl of resolutions . And for
the firsl time in my life . I am
proud 10 say I should have no
problem accomplishing them all.
My suggestion to others is to
follow sui t. (Once you read the
list below, you'll understand.)
I. Go to more concerts.
During any given year, I attend
approximately 20 musical perfonnance s. I'm all aboul the live
music . I have yet to atlend a single concert I didn't like. The
best shows I have seen made for
some of the best days of my life .
So, why not go to more? The re
are kids going to 100 concerts a
year, while I'm at home listening to lame CDs . I'm capable of
going to double the amount of
concerts I'm going to now. Let's
see, three shows or more a
month for the next year... that's
something I can definitely handle.
2. Go to more bars . People are
always asking me if I have been
to this bar o r that club, and
though I have been of legal age
to drink for more than a year
now, I am still fairly ignorant of
the Chicago drinking scene. I
need to start checking out the
c ity 's hot spots instead of going
to South Loop Club because it's
so annoyingly close . Bar
Chicago, White Star and North
Beach are not that far away and
once there, the entire world of
good times begins . DJs, karaoke
and dollar-you-call-its have my
name written all over them . r
need to ge t my ass out of the
' burbs and start partying

Chicago-sty le ASAP. Ali i need
is a designated driver.
3. Sleep. Forget regular food
diets, it's time to start an e ighthour sleep diet. As a college student taking five classes, working
three jobs and comm uting more
than 15 hours a week, I get very
little rest. And with all the extra
stuff I'm going to be doing th is
year, it is vital for me to catch
some ex tra zs.
This does not mean thai I'll
be going to bed early. In fact, I
will most likely be stayi ng up
later than ever before. This is
because my daily sc hedule will
be radically changed. I've
already traded in all my 9 a.m.
classes next semester for o nes
that start during the p.m. hours
of the day. Not only can I sleep
latcr this way, but I can also
party ' til the sun comes up,
which will be freakin' incredible.
4. Work less. For the past
year, I have had at least two jobs
and at times as many as four.
What the hell am I thinking?
Right now, f have th is newspaper gig, an internship and a parttime job at what is known as, a
" rock 'n' roll" White Hen in the
' burbs. That is far too many, and
I believe the stress of it all is
doing some serious damage to
my health. I have made the decision 10 leave the internship this
month, which was due to expire
soon anyway, but on top of that,
I have decided no t to get another
one. That' ll leave me with two
jobs, which won't be bad at all
considering they are two of the
most kick-ass jobs in the entire
world. In fac t, as part two of Ihis
reso lution, I would like to try to
make the time I am spending at
these jobs even better.
5. Shop more. lately, I have
been spend ing more money than
usual at retail stores, which is all
well and good , but J can go to
the thrift store and get so much
more. When' wasn ' t working so
much, my good friends and I
would hit up a couple of thrift
stores almost every week. Times
were good, and ' was always
psyched to get up in the morning
because I'd always have some
new tripped out '70s shirt to
wear in the morning. It 's time to
get back to the Sa lvation Army
and do it up. I can start out the
new year by buying some new
old clothes .
Five reso lutions . That may
seem like a lot, but these things
are important to me . After a ll,
the whole point of making resolutions is so that people can be
happier with themselves and
thei r quality of life , righ t? I plan
on tak ing these five on like a
champ, and if anyone wants to
help me out, well, that wou ld be
just swcll.
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New music mag
on the right track
o

Publication offers insight to an established artists' world

By Oori. oadayan

A&E E<IIor
Britney 's wide-eyed
"Oh, my God am-I-a-girl
o r-am-I-wom an?" pseudo innocence won', fly
with these editors. Justin
shouldn 't expect to be
"j ust ified" on these
pages. Hilary Duff wo n' t
be given the time to give
perspective
on
he r
today 's music business:
And Seyonce? Well , her
collection of wigs rang·
ing in various styles from
straight to curly to half
straight with no bangs,
would probably look a
lot more "bootylicious"
when featured on the
cover of Spin .
Yes, it's 52-year- o ld
Sting who grabbed the
fro nt cover photo of the
premiere issue of Tracks
magazine. And he didn't
even have to be tan and
oiled up for it. Sure, the
cove r boy could 've used
a good
shave and
should've had an outfit
that didn't show the
stitches for the photo
shoot. But hey, those
electric-b lue
eyes
matched perfectly with
the serene-co lored masthead and golden backdrop of the magaz ine,
which was designed as a
way to defy all other
music publications.
Sting may have been
chosen for the front
cover thanks to his
incredible voice , talent, charisma
and the individuality that he possesses- it is certain that cover boy Sting
sums up this new magazine's mission .
"A music magazine for adults" is
how CEO and publ isher of Tracks
magazine, John Rollins, the found ing publi she r of Spin and Vibe,
describes the idea behind the magazine .
Tracks, the new glossy-covered,
ISO-page music magazine designed
for the pass ionate music fan , premiered Nov. 18. It was designed as a
way to accommodate the 30 and
o lder group of music lovers and as,
Alan Light 's (former editor-in-chief
of Spin and Vibe) letter to Track
readers states : "[ It's] a music magazine for real music fans- meaning
fans of real music, looki ng fo r something other than what the ultrabrite
pop o utlets are hawking 2417. Not
just the flashy video, the hot remix,
the flavor of the moment, but something more substantial , the stuff that
we ca ll 'music built to last.'"
The slick design of the quarterly
published magazine covers a wide
array of music, with genres that
range from rock and country to. roots
and jazz. Along with profiling
unique arti sts who actually write
their own songs and play the ir own
in struments, Tracks takes a more
sophi sticated approach to its wri ting
style than Rolling Stone, Spin and
Vibe .
Rather than covering the mainstream music world, Tracks' writers
seem to recognize the true talent,
d isregarding fads and the fla vors of
the week. The magazine makes use
of si mple photography, depicting
black-and-white photos of artists
from years 8g0, a long with the more
modern full-color photos, the reby

giving an essence to the story without taking away from the content
with loud, overwhelming graphics.
With stories and photos that take
the reader through a '60s and ' 70s
kind of joy ride, the editors seem to
have pulled off the impossible:
They ' ve taken artists such as
Dolly Parton and included them in
the same issue as some of today 's
hottest bands, like The Strokes and
The White Stripes, all without bat·
ting an eyelash . Stories of no-talent
arti sts wi thheld, the staff of writers
and editors, all with background
experience in big name magazines,
avoid covering the so-called " artists"
that receive MTV's airplay today.
Besides music reviews, Tracks has
feature stories that are written in a
tasteful, clever manner, such as the
finely· written "Fear of Music" arti·
c le which talks about the post-9111
diffiCUlty and issues foreign musi·
cians experie nce under the new
immigration policies in America.
Accordins to the Recording
Industry Association of America, 56
percent of people who buy music
CDs are over the age of 30. And
accordins
to
Dean
Turcot,
spokes man for Tracks magazine,
with Ro lling Stone, Spin and Vibe
changing their age demographics to
the 18 to 24 target group, a very
impo rtant demographic of music
lovers is not being served.
" We're not competitors with Spin
and Rolling Stone. What we're going
after is the over 30 crowd, the baby
boomers and the ge neration Xerspeople who don't want to read about
Britncy
Spears
and
Justin
Timberlake," lUrcol said.
"We' re competitors (with Rollins
Stone, Vibe and Spin] in the sense
that we are a music magazine, but
we' re not aoing after the same peo-

pie. There's really no magazine out
there anymore for that generation."
Tracks cannot be categorized as
just an eclectic underground or alternative publication. Rather, it's more
of a music magazine that caters to a
wide range of musical tastes.
Tracks covers the artists w ith substance and depth, its pages laid out in
a clean, simple sty le that isn't
bogged down by loud, obnoxious,
in-your-face illustrations, advertise.
ments and photography_
"These are the best of the best
w riters, basically. Because these
writers are the same writers that, you
know, fit into that 30-and-up age
demographic, who grew up with this
music, way back when Rolling Stone
was Ihe magazine to buy,'- Turcol
said.
Tracks magazine's " Jukebox" section's "Guide to the music that matters" gives music reviews on everything from " Kids Music That
Doesn 't Suck," to The String Cheese
Incident, to a look into Outkast's

SpcakerboxxxxlThe

Love

Below

album.
In their "My Back Paac" section,
which in the premier issue feature s
Adams'
" Performance
Ryan
Anxiety" piece, readers get a firstperson look into the mind of an
artist.
11 seems as though it was a llowed
to run the way in which Adams initially wrote it, like a rough draft. The
punctuation is off; some letters
aren't capi talized, the apostrophes
aren't included and some sentences
are awkwardly worded ,
Definitely o ne of the best gifts that
a music magazi ne like Tracks, with
its first-hand access 10 artists, can
givc to • real music fan.
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Look great when you're running late
o Columbia students offer advice on how to look good in the morning without sacrific.ing their style
By Kat Gresey
Assistant ME Editor

Then I don't have to worry about
something to match."

It's 6:30 a.m. Sunlight has not yet

The comfort zone: As long as you' re

crept over the hori7..on, and the air is

not goi ng to a mega-important job

silent. Until- BAM! - you r alarm
clock goes ofT. and you, the weary,

interview after class, there is really no
reason to force yourself into unCOffi-

hung over college student. happily

forlabl e. stuffy clothes. Pi ck out

leap out of bed and get ready for
another fascinating d:{y of school :
Right?
Wrong.
The last thing you want 10 do is
exchange your pillow and blankets
for grueling tests and homework. You
want more sleep and you want it now.
To make that dream a reality, simply cut a few cornel'S out of your
morning routine. Here are a few tips
fro m Columbia students who have
mastered the art of taking that grim
first stcp into the day without totally
sacrificing their looks.

something cozy and get going.
'" don't s pend an enormous
amount of time gening ready in the
morning as it is, yet sometimes I find
myse lf rus hed," said 18. year-old
broadcast journalism major Annie
Ke lly. "On those days, I just throw on
big jeans and a T-shirt and label it a .
'grub day. ,,.
Recycle: You're in college, and not
only do you not have time, you have
no money either. Cut corners by rewearing your clothes and then washing them later. JUSI don ' t do this w ith
your underwear.
" I have no money for laundry,"
said 22-ycar-old broadcastj ouma lism
major Eri n Caffrey. "So each day t try
not to spill o n myself, and I recycle
my wardrobe."

Wea r what works: Everyone has
that outfit they just know looks good
on them. When rushing out the door,
just grab that faithfu l frock a nd smile.
You know you look great.
" By wearing tlothes that fit me
right and are c lean, I develop a posiMakeup on the go: Whether you could
tive altitude for the remainder of the
spend five minutes or half an hour putday. It also saves' me the time of . ting your face on in the morning, that
preparing a nd ironing my clothes in
time could be donated to sleeping if
the morning," sa id Javier Barboza,
you encounter a long commute each
all IS-year-o ld g raphic design major.
day. Next time you are running late,
" Wearing something that works for
simply pack up your products, grab a
you defi nite ly works for me all the
m irror and get going.
time."
" " m stuck in traffi c fo r an hour, and
it should only be a 20-minute drive,"
Minimize: Earrings, brace lets and
said 19-year-old broadcast major
pins, oh my! Is there any s ig nificant
Jessica Perez. " I usc the time I am stuck
reason to wear 12 varied accessories?
in bumper-to-bumper traffic to make
Save yourself some precious seconds
my face look halfWay decent and- preand leave the jewels behind .
sentable."
"The on ly accessory 1 wear is a
Just drive carefully.
watch." said 20-year-o ld g ra phic
design major Stephanie Czaja.
Grab a cap : Guys and gals will forev"That's the most important for me.
er be plagued w ith the notorious bad

hair day. The tried and true remedy is
tossing a hat on top of the old noggin,
instantly al lowing one to forget about
the mess underneath. It's easy, quick
and a sure·fire way to save a lot of time.
«Nothing is belter than just throwing
a hat on over some nappy hair in the
morning," said 20-year-old audio arts
and acoustics major Brad Showalter. " It
used to be, ' look good wherever you
go.' Forget that. When you are waking
up at 6:30 a.m . to catch an hour·long
train into the city, there is no way t am
waking up earl ier than I need."
G lasses anyone?: Maybe you only
wear them in the confines of your
home, but putting on glasses takes only.
a fraction of the time it takes to shove
two teeny, tiny lenses into your eyes.
Next time you're running late, ditch
the contacts and throw on your spectacles.
" \ have to catch the Metra train, so r
wear glasses when I'm running late,"
said 21-year-old James Sears, a broadcast journalism major. "I bring contacts
to school and put them in there."
Au na tura le: Hell , if you jusl don't
care how you look, flaunt your natural
beauty and head out as is. Doing virtua lly nothing in the morning will provide a tired student w ith a treasure
chest of time. So, rock that natural
look, hippie.
"Man, I don 't care about superficial
things or what people look like, including myself," said music business major
Brad Danie lson, 24. " Getting ready for
me is patting down my dreads and
sticking a toothbrush in my mouth. If I
stink, r throw in a shot of cologne. Max
time getting ready equals 10 minutes."
W ba teve r it takes: For those who
truly love to save time, com binat ions
of timesav ing techniques a re best.
Just make sure you put y our safety

RD
first. " f take a showe r the night
before and wash up in the morning,"
said 22-year-o ld mus ic bus ine ss
management major Evila Jones.
" Then r put my make up on whi le

I drive to school. Yes, I put my
makeup on whi le I am drivi ng al
.every stoplight, stop s ig n and stalled
c ar," Jo nes said. " Di sclaimer: " I a m
an excellent d river."

Do you have the balls?
fo r

John Moore 's 3rd ~"~D.Udl'-""""''''''''

..

Sunday, January 11 3-6p.m.

@ ..t!r!PC~s~q"hi!g!!l1
$15 -Bowllag. SliDes.

&

Food

For info contact: cccFinalStrike@aol. com
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StreerWear

H

Every week, The Chronicle brings you
fashion from fellow Columbia students.

Hey, W. a gruesome world out there, we're just trying to help you out.
For the week of: ,Jan. 5 .. .J.... 11

Ariu (March 2 t - April 19) The stars are not aligning in your fav~r.
This week will be fierce, Stay away from class, work. and anything else
that requires you to be productive.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) Now, now, Chicken Littl~e sky is not
faJli ng. Atthough. you might want to stay indoors this week, just in case
of, urn, -some type of natural disaster.
Gemini (May 21 - lune 20) Your peaceful inner self will be tested this
week when you begin to find everything in the office irritating-the
microwave, the fax machine, the printer and oh yes, the selection of holiday leftovers.
.
Cancer (June 21 • July 22) Well , the stars are debating over what you
should do with the extra cash you got from the ATM'. Half of them say
to spend it wisely. The other half say you're a horrible, unethical beast
with absolutely no idea about what it means to be a decent, wholesome
human being. Ultimately, it's up to you to decide what you want to do
with the cash that isn't yours.
Leo (J uly 23 ~ Aug. 22) '"(ou discover the true homeboy in you when
you decide to drop your fiction writing major and instead major in
Chingyology and NeUyology. You practice saying to your boys from the
block, "'Is it hot in herr?" and "You see dat fine girrl right thurr?" The
boys say they love the new and improved you and want to party at the
Holidae Inn. The shonies will be thorr in a minute.
.

Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) Please. onc little request from the po:wers
that be:"Begin taking showers again for tbe new year.
Libra (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) FinaJly, a date with that hot girl from the
chat room you like to hang out at. Oh, s---! ft's Aunt Fa~e!
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 2 1)Yes, the stars have met and discussed it ,
thoroughly, hying to figure out how to say it in the most diplomatic way
possible. And herc it goes: No, it doesn't happen to all guys. Sony.
Sagiuarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) After rcading your horrorscope.
everything starts to look it bit distorted to you-heaskdjoajd. tohe, tjhslamc edfjslmlsd, no?
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) You really don't have much sex appea1,
my friend. So why not become a bus driver? It's really the only job
that'll have people happily waiting oh the comer for you.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb.lS) Talking to yourself again at work? 'Do
you understand that no one wants to hear about how you play leapfrog
with the coyote in the field behind your house?
Pisces (Feb. 19 • Mareh 20) Very few people actually admit to
being a Pisces. Usually they have to lie and say they arc the ever-so
sexy Aquarius or the exciting, popular and witty Scorpio. Because all
in all, you're kinda dull , Pisces. Slap with tbe fantasy already.

Na me : Mike Elias

Name: Alverne Ball

Na m e: Devlin McClu s key

Age: 21
Major: G raphic De sign

Age: 23
Major: Fiction Writing

Aee: 19
Major: .Film

"I've never really th ought
about it 'fas hi o n). "

" ,M y s t y l e is ) un co n ve ntion -

", I wear clothes from)tbrift

al. "

s tores a nd whatever I stea l
from friends ."

eBSERVATleNS eF AN ENTERTAINING WeRLD
e Retum!Exchange : The two most obnoxious
words in the English language for anyone
_ ...................._ .................._ _... working in retail during January and
February.
e The One Ring: With the Lord o/the Rings fina lly reaching its conclus ion, Internet geeks and honorary hobbits can tinally get back to a life of chat
rooms and role-playing games.
e Happiness equals a S2 boule of wine to ce lebrate
the new year.

• THIS WEEK

In- ar t 5

e Osama bin Laden: Rumored to be moving
from his nice one-bedroom hole in Shir Khan
to a spacious three-bedroom hole in Kondoz.
e Coliege Football Bowl Games : As if mi llions of frat boys need an excuse to drink
vats of beer and punch each other in the face .

e The Metrosexua): The new millennium
man who 's interested in fashion, manicures,
spa treatments and sharing his feelings, but
who sti ll forgets to mentio.n the fact that he's
married and has two kids.
e The Captured Saddam Do ll : Pull the
string and hear the insightful fo rmer dictator explain how he just won George Dubya
another four years in office .

e Winter in Chicago: Pretty much the same
as spring and fall in Chicago.
e Trump (nternational Hotel & Tower:
Construction begins in 2004 followed by
work on the Chicago Trump Freeway,
Chicago Cubs Trump Field and The Donald
Trump Art (nstitule .
e Prewrapped sausages: Is it meat or isn' t it?
Inquiring cardiac patients want to know.

& entertainment
Wed 1/ 7

()()()(s Open on the Right
8:30 p.m.
Second City
1616 N. Wells St
$17 • $19
Aberdeen City
9 p.m .
Schubas Tavern and the
Harmony Grill
3159 N. Southport Ave.

$7
The Harold
8 p.m.
ImprovOlympic
35-41 N. Clar1l: SI.

F_

Acoustic open mic, $3
microbrewed pints and
Pilsner UrqueU bottles
Crush
2&43 N. Halsled St.

Thurs 1/ 8

'Annie Get Your Gun'
8 p.m.
Marriol Theatre
10 Marriott Drive,
lincolnshire
$35· $50
·All's Well That Ends Well"
8 p.m.
~ Viaduct
3111 N. WestemAve.
$5 - $15
Beyond Blond
8:30 p.m .
C.J. Arthur 's
1168 Wilmette Ave.,
Wilmette
$5 minimum
Blues Open Mic Jam
8:30 p.m.
Harlem Avenue lounge
3701 S. Har1em Ave.,

.....",

Friday 1/ 9

Detroit Jr.
8 p.m .
Kingston Mines
2548 N. Halsted St.
Facing Angela
8:30 p.m.
Raven Theatre
6157 N. Clar1l: St

$15
Ben Rudolph
5 p.m.
The Green Mill
4802 N. Broadway Ave.
Free
Big 0 and the Kids Table
6 p.m .
Fireside Bowl
2846 W. Fullerton Ave.
Black Milk
8 p.m .
Anthenaeum Theatre
2936 N. Southport Ave.

1540 N. Milwaukee Ave.
No cover
The Best of Second City

7 p.m., 10 p.m.
Metropolis Performing Arts
Centre
111 W. Campbell St.,
Heights

Orange
Egg
Canary
3 p.m.
Chopin Thea~e
1543 W. Division St.
$15 - $26

- 2:30 a.m.

loo"..
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Bring on the 'Payne'
Bv Adam J Ferington
Commentary Editor

Max Payne. released in 2001, was
a blistering tour de force for action
garners, blending the noirish atmos·
phere of sem inal crime writer
Raymond Chandler with the operatic
vio lence of Hong Kong film legend
John Woo into a compelli ng tragedy
of betrayal, death and revenge.
Now, after just a scant two years,
Rockstar

Games

(the

lovable

soc iopaths who let us cut a murder·
CllS swath through Grand Theft Auto:
Vice City) have released a sequel to
the detective's bullet-laden exploits,
.keeping him as close to our hearts as
a hollow point slug.
.
The original found Payne exactmg
bloody revenge on a caba l of corrupt
corporate officials for the slaying of
his wife and infant ch ild. Exonerated
of his acts by [he powe rful, yet enigmalic Sen. Alfred Woden, Payne was
given a shard of closure as the last
game closed, with Payne atop a towering skyscraper littered with corpses
in the driving snow, a broken man
with an empty gun.
Max Payr,€ 2, a direct sequel to the
origina l. picks up almost immediately where Ihe last game left off.
Detective Payne is living in a ratty
apartment, still haunted by the coldblooded murder ofhis wife and child .
He finds himself embroiled in a
doomed love affai r with the su ltry
Mona Sax, a murder suspect whose
involvement in a si nister conspiracy
may tic in with Payne's own biuer
past.Thcre are numerous references
to the origina l; the clamorous,
pitched gun banles in New York's
Bowery District, the disconcerting
dream and flashback sequences
straight out of a David Lynch film
and. of course. the return of foul
mouthed Matioso l'enfant terrible
Vinnie Gognini. As before, much of

the game's story plays out with a
graphic novel narration beautifully
rendered in gray hues and stark line
work, narrated with gravely and commanding assurance by Payne and the
rest of the casl.Technically, the game
is a noticeable step above the last; the
colors are varied and vivid, replacing
the noticeably gri my palate that permeated the look of the last game.
Graphic models are a stride up as
well; characters jump, roll and shoot
with an immense amount of.fluidity,
their face s and motions successfully
carrying the nuances that elevate the
game's story over standard action
fare.
In addition, the physics engine has
been completely overhau led; boxes,
chai rs and ladders can be knocked
down or blown apart, leaving bullet
holes of varied size and debris if the
latter is chosen.
There is nothing quite so rewarding as seeing an opponent's head
snap back after burying half a dozen
bullets in his chest and watching the
blood arc in slow motion as he tumbles to the ground.
Fans of the first one will be particularly happy to know that the combat
system has been improved as well.
The " bullet time" function has been '
improved, giving the player a greater
degree of mobility and more options
for in the manner in which to dispatch their enemies.
Whereas "bullet time" previously
only slowed down the world around
them, Max Payne 2 allows players to
increase their speed based on how
many enemies they kill. As Max successfully di spatches enem ies, his
"bu llet time" meter increases with
each kill, allowing him to move
faster than his opponents and keep
his meter filled. WiLh a bit of luck
and a lot of practice, it's possible to
enter a room filled with almost a
dozen enemies and messi ly dispense

MAX PAYIIE-~
THE FAlL OF MAX PAYNE
• RLI 1111 lIVE sTln

of them in as many seconds or less.
The grace of the combat system cannot be stressed enough; never before
has executing mobsters, hit men and
corrupt policemen been equivalent to
a·night at "Swan Lake."
Buyers should beware, though .
Max Payne 2 requires a fairly meaty
system to get the best out of the
game.
When it was run on a machine with
a 2.8-GH processor, 256 MB of system RAM and 128 MB video card, it
sti ll experienced comparatively long
load times and slowdown in ccnain
pans. Anyone who didn't like the
tirst one probably won't find anything new here to capture his or her
attention.
For everyone else, this game is a
must have, regardless of whether
you've experienced the first one or
not. A handy recap serves as a primer
to till in any questions so you can
stan blasting away in almost no time
at all .
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'Diary' a dark treat
By Dods padayan
With his use of second-person narration and raw, dark storytelling techniques. Chuck PaJahniuk, author of
Lullaby, il'rVi3ible Monsters. Fight
Club and Choke, brings us yet another 260-page, psychological, cryptic
journey into a dark story full of insane
twists and turns.
Inside the blood-red title of the
front cover of Diary: A Novel, the latest release by Palahniuk, there is a
'I'
f
h
sen::e of halTar? a lee 109 0 psyc 0lOgical accusatlons that ~e~ to be
thrown ~t the reader:-~Is sl~re
s~le. HIS wordp~ay IS ingenious! a
Simple sentence leaves you fcch~g
ehil!ed: "By the time you read thiS,

the hospital,
Throughout thc story, we set chiUing accounts of summer vacation
homeO","11ers from the island that
Peter, who is a carpenter, had "remodeled" and would then vandalize
before leaving. Sone-chilling messages are left on his answering
machine rrom owners who say their .
rooms have "disappeared"-a woman
cal ling from Seaview says her linen
closet is missing, a man calling from
Long Beach says his bathroom is
..
mlssmg.
In an act of protcst. Peter seals off
various parts of these homes, hiding
them from owners, leaving behind
cryptic, hateful ml."Sssges in graffiti on
the walls and the furnitUre which his
wife Misty laler discove~ and deci-

by
full-blown
dread." P~~iuk
has the ability to
lake
common
words and tum
them into powerful
sen1a1CCS Ita: em leave rea:bs stumped
for minutes.
Diary unlocks the story, the "coma
diary," of Misty Tracy Wilmot, an
aspiring painter who grew up in a trailer park. She goes on to marry wealthy
Peter Wilmot after getting pregnant
Using up the money from the family
trust, she, her daughter and her mother-in-Iaw must move out ofthej r mansian.
So, Misty begins working as a hotel
maid on the island of Waytansea,
where hcr husband and his family
originated, in order to support herself,
her mother-in-law and her 12-year",Jd
daughter. Her husband. Peter, has left
her in a horrible situation that she
struggles with throughout most of the
novel. Misty's husband attempts to
commit suicide by gassing himself in
the garage,. but ends up in a coma at

from the homeowners, which she tries
to avoid dealing
wilh by locking
herself in her room.
As
the
plot
unfolds, Misty begins to suffer from
chronic headaches that go away only
when she paints. t>eople around her
aren't concerned about her complaints
of physical suffering. Everyone,
including her mother-in-law, her doctor and her daughter, keeps encouraging her to continue painting.
Diary is a pretty easy read but isn't
so easy to digest. It's a twisted story
that is written for the reader who can't
help but get caught in the whirlwind
of terror. norror and chaos.
Palahniuk's shock-value style hits
hard: Right -when you think you've
figured out exactly what's happening
in the story, he goes and drops another bomb.
With bizarre situations full of
intense storytelling, he manages to
keep a pUlsating rhythm to his work.
This is one diary that should be read.
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Third Generation - Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax : 312-427-1898
www.central-camera.com - email: sales@central-camera_com
We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help Youl We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

lOW

We're Waiting For Youl

PRICES
EVERYDAY

Central Camera Is The One Stop .
Source For All Your Photographic
Needs:

5CYo

PLUS AN ADDI"qONAL
OFF FOR STUDENTS &
FACULTY

On Most SUPPLIES: FILM:
AUDIO, DV, or. VIDEO TAPE:
PAPER; CHEMISTRY: TRIPODS,
· FLASH UNITS & MOST OTHER
SUPPUES Purchases.

Always Low Prices On:
• Equipment
Film
• Photo Papers
Chemicals
Digital Cameras
Digital
Pnn,~M:

• Darkroom Supplies: Pholographic and Inkjel
Paper. Epson Ink Cartridges. Trad~ional Chemistry.
& Enlargers
• New Equipment: Digilal. 35mm & Medium
Formal
• Used Equipment: 35mm & Medium Fomat
Most With a 1 Year Warranty
• 35mm & Medium Format Accessories

• Exposure Meters, Electronic Flash &
Accessories
• Film & Processing. Projection Bulbs
• Tripods & lighting Equipment
• Photography Books
• Gadget Bags & Backpacks
• Binoculars

• Digital Film Scanners. Printers. And Digital
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FREE TICKETSI

Stop By the Columbia Chronicle office
623 S. Wabash· Suite 205
and pick up a complimentary ticket (Admit Two) to a special showing of "Torque" on Monday, January 12TH.
TH~

FILM IS RATED PG-13 FOR VlOLENCE, SEXUAUTY, lANGUACE, AND DRUG REFERENCE.

Passes ate available wtlilll supplies last on a Ilrst-(ome.l1rst-S6fved basis, One pass per person.

IN THEATRES FRIDAY, JANUARY 16TH I
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Blueprint

5 Band
10 Pierce

Valet Parking Attendant- Great Pay and Flexible Hours . Work in Fun
atmospheres,nightclubs,restaurants, and hotels. Full and Part
time hours. 847-670-0871 .

14 Estevez movie,
•

Man"
15 Lotion botanicals

16 Motley_
17 Persons
18 Essential

"""ACT NOWI Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202

19
20
22
23
24
26

McNally's partner
Battlefield pits
Baseball ploys
Black in poems
Witty remarks
Comedy club
franchise
29 Moving with
purpose

Spring Break - sign up with Student Express and get FREE roundtrip
airline tickets to over 15 International destinations - including Aruba ,
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots and more. Why go
with anyone else. limited offer - call now. Commission rep positions also
available. 1-800-787-3787

32 Computer

accessory
33
34
35
36
39

Smile broadly
Jacob's twin
Eyebati
Impassive
Boob tubes

ROOMMATE WANTED . Columbia student seeks Female roommate 20-25
to share 2 bedroom apartment. Available Now. Walk to all campus buildings
and downtown . Close to "L" station . Great Lake Views! $700/mo.+util.
Parking avail. for $125/mo. Call Maggie at 312-663-6918 or 847-217-0242 .

40 FO R's pooch
42 Goose cry
43 German sub
45 Acting a bit
amorously
47 Without bias
48 Hag
49 Stopper
50 Of bees
52 Airplane control

lever
56 Obscured by air
pollution

~~ ~~~?~:t~tr~
60 Three-sided

6 Foreign

8 Pekoe, e.g.
9 High-fashion
monogram

7 Decomposes
10
Ethical principle
11 Circuit switch
12 Bee of Mayberry

13 Flower
plots
21
Double-reed
instruments

Solutions

111111~ill!1
f'C;jW~~~~tjg~~~+t~
~

rapier
22 Bridle part.
61 In what way?
24 Sham doctor
62 Shed, as leathers 25 West Point ins!.

63 OWl deplorers
64 Watered, as a
lawn
65 So what
IS
new?

DOWN
1 Coli. employee

2 Carson's
successor
3 Highest point
4 Fridge raiders
5 Man with
salivating dogs

26 See-ya!
27 Tag line from
Aesop
28 Brought to the
attention of all
29 In existence
30 Sea-going
31 Blowing
33 American
frontiersman
37 Dilute
38 Hawaiian feasts
41 Placed on
display

44 Major

46 2,000 pounds

52 Chews the fat
53 Object of

47 Angler's choice
49 Composure
50 Hey!
51 Hemingway's
nickname

54 Cartoon frames
55 Model Moss
57 Quiet down!

devotion

58 Also

Artist' residence studios and one bedrooms from $450 steps from el , lake
and shopping Included: heat and gas, computer lab with internet, darkroom ,
gallery performance and rehearsal space, and painting and sculpture
studios. Contact Hunter properties at 773-477-7070 or will at 773-505-8668
Spring Internship Availablell Medical Contra cting Services, Inc. Please
submit resumes to: internship@medicalcontracting .com
Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn
$25-$250 for Focus Groups Visit www.cash4students .com/columcol
TELEVISION STUDIO CREW: Seeking to fill various production
positions in the popular & proven weekly televisi on program ;
NUDE HIPPO YOUR: CHICAGO SHOW. Call 773-772- 1200
ext. 270 or visit www.NudeHippo.com/crew for details ! There is
no pay, just great experience & exposure!
Attention Students It's finally here, the no. 1 student website. Get term
paper and research assistance , resumes and cover letters, proofreading
and editing, plus "special offers" for the travelers and much much more .
Check us out at POWEROFWORDS .COM , the new name in student

success.
New Construction! Brand new 3 bedroom/2 bath in Tri-Taylor.Perfect for
2 with office. No more commuting from burbs. DW, WI D in unit.
Parking.December Free . Short term lease available .$1000 month .
Must see!! lisa 312-315-7293
Buy 1 Samsung E-105 for $49.99 and Get the other one FREE, with any
new T-Mobile activation of $39 .99 plan or higher. 6805 N Sheridan Road
(Pratt and Sheridan) Chicago, IL 60626 Phone 773 465 4616
Are you Lazy? Earn- $750 while you sit on your couch. Send a SASE & $5
to P.O. Box 3734 Ocean City, MD 21843-3734

PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD ONLINE AT:
www.ColumbiaChronicieClassifieds.com
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'Huge' Bulls fan
o

Suburban man dreams of fame, performs with Matadors

Nolan WelillThe Naperville Sun

Kevi n Swier loves perform ing in front of thousand s of Chicago
Bulls' fans duri ng the six scheduled Matadors appearances.
By Lauren B. Kraft
The Napervile Sun
NAPERV ILLE, III. (AP}-For ncar-

ly 40 years, an ebullient sports fan with
a head for numbers and a body far camcdy has chased a dream .
Kevin Swier's fantasy of pcrfonning in front of thousands of people has
led him to try everything from a stint
as a professional wrestler to singing
for a New York Ciry rock band. His
foray s into entertainment evcn Icd him
to study quantitative analys is in college because, well, it was so strange
that it just made people laugh. But it
wasn' t until the 39-year-old, married

father of four received his regular email update from the Chicago Bulls a
few months back lhat hi s dream would
be realized .
Swier, an IBM employee who works
from his Naperville home, read about
tryouts for a new pcp squad of sorts.
The dance leam would shake its stuffat
the United Center during home games,
and most of what was required was a
willingness to make fun of oneself.
Plus, there was that one curious phrase
that put it in Swier's head that he was
perfect for the job. The ad asked for
"huge" Bulls fans.
" I've been fat, loud and obnoxious
at sporting events for nearly the last 40

years," Swier said. "So now the home
team is willing to sponsor me."
Auditions were a breeze. About 50
fans showed up in mostly Bulls garb
and accessories. Swier, who wore only
a Bulls jersey and shom- "I figured
I'm going to get by on attitude, you
know, not gimmicks"- was a shoo-in.
" We thought we only wanted 10 or
12, but we saw 14 we really wanted,"
said Cathy Core, director for the
Luvabulls and the new group, the
Matadors.
Core said she was even charmed by
the chest buns the burly guys threw
around. Even during auditions when
they were competing against one another, they had team spirit in mind, and it
showed through, she said.
In the hours before their first of a
planned six appearances at the United
Center, it became obvious that the bond
that had been established within the
group was no stunt. Love for attention,
laughs, the Bulls and food is what they
came for, and it's exactly what they got.
As one of the quieter Matadors,
which isn't saying much, Swier's antics
are mostly reserved for the times he's in
front of the camera or dancing to
"YMCA." He throws out golden lines
for reporters and television cameras,
like when he was asked how many men
were on the Matadors. His answer:
"Fourteen. It only looks like 22 ." But
his antics are more reserved than those
of his cohorts, who run around asking
to play tag or who expound on the
beauty of a fat man in a little shirt.
" I'm what I need to be," he said.
"When the adoring public is in fTont of
me, that's when I need to perfann."
That said, Swier isn't afraid to put on
a show for his buddies, either, especially when it comes to sports.
While waiting for his second-quarter
appearance, Swier was both cocky and
awestruck. He said he knew he was a
natural for the job, but at the same time
he couldn't believe a regular guy was
changing in the locker room usually
reserved for visiting hockey teams at
the United Center.
As Core and Marianne Caponi, who
docs marketing for the Bulls, hand out
mea l tickets, the guys are thrilled.
"They know how to reward this group,"
said one of the Matadors, while rounding up a group of teammates to grab
hamburgers.
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Grant Park to have
little Italy of its own
By Andrew Greiner

StanWiiiii

The
Chicago Sister Cities
International program plans to install
a Milan-style garden in Grant Park.
However, construction of the garden
cannot begin until CSCI secures the
$1.5 million to fund the project.
On Dec. 4, the Milan Committee of
the Chicago Sister Cities unveiled its
horticultural plans across the street
from the future garden site at the
Chicago Hilton and Towers, 720 S.
Michigan Ave.
Mayor Richard M , Daley approved
the land for construction, but no taX.
dollars will be used. The city of Milan
contributed $40.000 for the preliminary drawings of the garden, but the
construction costs will come solely
from donations.
The designs for the park include
rows of Lombard poplar trees, a co~
blestone courtyard shaded by screens
of hornbeam and hedges of boxwood
twisted to resemble Leonardo da Vinci
knots-one of Milan's most famous
residents. The fountain that already
resides in that stretch of park will be
restored as part of the beautification.
Construction on the park could
begin as early as May, said Barry
Burton, deputy director of the
Department of Natural Resources in
Chicago. "We just need to raise SI .5
million, then we can start building,"
he said.
Chicago has had a rclationshipwith
Milan for 30 years through the SCI; it
also maintains sistCT-city relations
with 22 other cities around the world.
The program's mission is to promote
cwwraJ exchange, economic development and trade throughout the world.
Joy Hallum. international program
coordinator for the Milan Committee
at the Chicago Sister Cities
International Program. said there
could be more to the garden than just
a culrural exchange.
"Part of our job jg to create an
endowment to fund the maintenance
of the park," Hallum said. "It wit! be
Chicagoans planting the trees for the
garden .... It will create some jobs for
the city."
The maintenance of the park will be
handed over to the Chicago Park
District when it is completed. The site
is on park district grounds, but the city
will handle the construction phase,

Burton said.
The Sel, a nonprofit organization,
will be soliciting donations until their
monetary goal is met. An individual
who donates the total SI .5 million will
get the opportunity to incorporate
their name into the park. for a donation of $3,000, a person may claim a
poplar tree,
"We'll have some way to mark the
donations. We' re not sure yet, possibly a wall of fame or maybe a marker
in the ground by the tree or some
benches," Hallum said. "We won't
know until it starts to come together."
While the Chicago branch of SCI is
open to any contributors, Hallum
expects the most interest to come from
gardening aficionados.
"Around here, gardening is more
popular than basebalV' sa;d Cathy
Judge., a librarian at the Chicago
Horticultural Society. " During the
year at the Botanic Gardens there are
hundreds of courses in botany and
thousands of students."
According to Inge Alheid from the
Garden Clubs of Illinois, there are
close to 10,000 individual garden
clubs in the state alone,
"Chicago is known all over the
COWlU')' and even the world because of
Mayor Daley's beautification programs," Alheid said.
The Milan-inspired garden will be
the only one of its kind in the United
States recognized by the Grandi
Giardini ItaJiani, an association of
Italian Gardens, Hallwn said.
"The great thing about this garden
is that it is not a replica of an old
Italian garden. It is a true contemporary expression of an Italian style garden. Chicago is the perfect host for
this type of garden. It will blend with
Chicago's rich architectural and cultural landmarks," Burton said.
According to Hallum, there will be
some sort of signage to denote the
Italian garden's location. It will be
contained by the pre·exist ing path in
the Grant Park site. The cobblestone
courtyard will surround the fountain
on the site . A knot pattern straight
from da Vinci's sketchbook will be
repeated 16 times around the garden,
with the boxwood hedges as the
medium .
Those interested in donating may
call the Chicago SCI headquarters at
(312)744-8074 .

Local women honored for their entrepreneurial efforts
By Tawney Saylor
StalfWril~

Women entrepreneurs arc on the rise
in Ch icago and at least some of this
development can be traced to the
Women's Self-Employment Project, a
nonprofit corporation based in the
South Loop area that helps women create their own business opportunities.

A reception was held on Dec . 9 at
the James R. Thompson Center, 100
W. Randolph St., to honor 11 exceptional women- including one forme r
Columbia student- who have undertaken successful business ventures in
the Chicago area with the support of
the WSEP.
Each recipient was
awarded a $500 grant and one year of
complimentary broadband service as

Lt. Gov. Patrick Quinn speaks at reception honoring 11 women
entrepreneurs.

part of the Covad Broadband
Entrepreneur Award Program .
"Tremendous progress has been
made in the past decade," said the
event's keynote speaker, Illinois Lt.
Gov. Patrick Quinn. "Great ideas
often begin with one person who has
the courage to carry them out."
One of the award recipients,
Dominga Cortes-Johnson, was honored for her ability to turn an innovative idea into a lucrative business venture. On Dec . 14, Cortes-Johnson
launched Mi Spa, 1509 S. Michigan
Ave., a full service spa that specializes
in hydrotherapy and standard spa services, such as massages and facial s.
" I came up with the idea because I
really like to pamper people," she
sai d. " I think it is important that we
as women nurture one another."
Cortes-Johnson, who worked as a
district manager at Verizon Wireless
for seven years before becoming se lfemployed, sai d she was inspired in
part by the business acumen of her
daughter, Daniellc, who was also
honored at the ceremony.
Daniellc Cortes attended Columbia
in 1994 as a dance major. She is now
a certified paramedic and founder of
Heart Savers & Educators Inc., a
Chicago-based medical training, consulting and product di stribution company that opened in 200 I.
Cortes said she saw the need for
"com munity teaching in CPR and

first aid, especially among lowincome women," and was able to fill
that void after WSEP helped her with
business and financial planning.
Ange la Rowse, WSEP communications and development coordinator,
said these arc just a few shini ng
examples of the nearly 8,000 women
WSEP has helped over thc years.
"They had an amazing idea." she
sa id . "A ll they needed was that little
extra push to go the next step."
Since its inception in 1986, WSEP
has provided bus iness training services, technical assistance services, personal financial services and public
policy initiatives for low-income
women across the nation.
Rowse sai d that although progress
is being made, she would like to sec
even more women taking charge.
"The demographic for women in
business is smaller, but the amount of
women who purchase is higher," she
said. "Th is is a problem because
women want to buy products from
someone that they can identify with
and see them selves in ."
Women-owned businesses account
for nearly 26 percent of businesses in
the United States, according to the
1997 Economic Census released by
the U.S. Census Bureau . Illinois has
the fifth largest number of womenowned finn s in the country.
City treas urer Judith Rice said
women are a driving force throughout

thc area and a re more than capable of
handling the economic aspects of a
business.
"The U.S. treasurer is a woman, the
state treasurer is a woman and I am a
woman," she said. "This shows that
women definitely know how to man·
age money
[Ilinois Commerce Commi ssioner
Lula Ford stressed the importance of
program s like WSEP and said
women-owned businesses are thc
"lifeblood of American economy."
" Many women dream o f starting
the ir own business, yet due to lack of
re sources and business planning,
these dreams never become a realilY,"
she said.
Ford, the first African-American to
serve in th e Ill inois Com merce
Commission in its 90-year hislory,
also poinh:d out that women of color
account for one in every five womenowned businesses.
"This is an exci ting trend and one
Ihat I hope continues into Ihc future,"
she said .
Rowse sai d any woman is capable
of start ing her own business, prm'idcd s he has the innovation and
resources to do so.
" Finding fundin g is the biggest
challenge," s he sa id. "After that, all
it takes is the courage to know that
you can be anything you think you
can be."

City orders hotel to
clean up or close up
o

Peter Undsay Schaudt, a Chicago landscape architect, climbs the Near South Side's newly completed sledding hill on Dec. 18. Schaudfs company landscaped the 35-foot tall hill, which sits just
southeast of the new Soldier Field and features a 220-11. slope to the lakefront

Swedish company not coming to city, yet
o

Developement delays force IKEA to look to suburbs for store opening

Swedi sh and we're on our own lime
frame ." But Roth said the company
would still like to get a second store
Swedish "big box" retailer IKEA
in the Chicago area sooner rather
has abandoned plans for a site in the
than later.
The Schaumburg IKEA wa s
South Loop and is instead scouting
locations for a possible 2ooS-store
opened to serve as the mega-store
opening in the suburbs.
servici ng the Midwest. It is octagonal in shape and three stories high
Di sc ussions between Rezmar
with a large warehouse on location.
Corp., the developer of Riverside
Park, and IKEA officials ended last
Roth said newer IKEAs being
built are more streamlined and o nly
month when it was determined that
average 290.000 to 350,000 square
the proposed site would no t be ready
feet. Although these new stores are
for at least two years.
" IKEA doesn't need r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , smaller. they offer the full
Chicago; we don't need
range of IKEA products, the
IKEA ," Mayor Richard M.
ulKEA doesn't need Chicago; we don't Swedi sh restaurant , the bistro
Daley sa id at a press confer·
need IKEA ... It's just another company," and food market, as well as
the supervised ch ildre n's
ence after receiving word of
the company's plight from
- Mayor Richard M. Daley
area. Currently, IK EA has
190 stores in 3 1 countries,
Chicago. ·'It 's ju~t another
company,"
''Typiclllly,IK EA needs 15
De!lpite the mayor's di s·
"A ny of the stores we put in there
to 25 :Icres 10 build II slore," Roth
gruntled comments, IKEA officials
have an urban strategy, where IKEA
said , " We recog ni ze Ihe large cusare oplimiMic about the opening of a doesn't have Ihat yet and that WIiS tomer bOIse in the cit y, .. but 15 to 25
"tore in or near Chicagu in the pun of their problem," fli shlllllll sa id , acres in the c ity of Chicago is hurd to
" It wi ll be just as nice withou t co me by."
future .
" We ' re excited abou t perspective Ihem."
" Riverside Park is a fabuluus 10(,11oppmtu ni tie" in the Chicagu lIrell,
In 11)98, IK EA opened 11400,000 tion lind retuilers know thul ,"
wherever that may he," Maid Juseph squlIre rout slo re in Schltumburg. Fi shm an sai d . "There lire Illnll y
RUlh, JK EA Mpukellman , " Uul Tanya Subnl, the uHsiMtunt In Ihe stures thai lire very inlerested ill
,JK fA J had never furmall y cHlllm il.
store mUllager, su id the growt h (lft he cmuiug 10 the locutio n, but it's Iuu
ted II, the IHiveuide Plltk I ~ ite . The Schaumburg Hlore sleudi ly increullell prelllltture to nll llle IlIlyone specific .
<leve ll/per had a m(Jdellhal h'ld II hig by !'i percen t ellc h yeur.
" In the Iwburbs yuu I,;u n j ust plOI)
THduy, Ihul IK eA Juculioll lIeell somethin g down with It lUI of pltrkblue hf,1( I,n it, bUI thM Wll 'l their
dOing, nol I,UIII."
appruxirlllllely MI,OOO Villi ltJfM per
ill¥, bUI tho ci ty hilS hig h slltmlLlnJs
'fhe 1tlelt lIOuth of Iillh Sireet. week .
II ml ll lnt of thc,~e retuilers IIrc he¥l lI"When the dlllllll " pe lted we h ew 111111' III IllIlie l'I'11I1tl1 whnllhey hu vc In
norlh III HIIIIM:Ve Jt HOlld :and el( lenddll ItJ tnp inlu the ut'hnn Cll slulllCI'
Ing f,lm, (J,.,k Street til the Chicllg" it WIlli II InlCCtllll," Moth "nl d, " Hul
we'lt II prlvlli e cnllll,u ll Y, Ullt! wc 'rc
hUI'e," )l1 "hlll llll SUill,
k iver. j~ the J:ugelillucltliu" IIf undt·
vellPped 11t"d i" Ihe IAlIlP, Hefole

By Jennijer Golz
City BeaI E<IIor

develo pmental construction can
begin. the acea needs basic groundwork such as streets and sewers,
According to Judi Fishman, proj eel director for Riverside Park , est imated project completion for the
community is se ven to 10 years.
"Riverside Park will be a mixeduse community with parks, a river
walk and differem types of hou si ng
inc luding condominiums. low n
ho mes. loft s and si ng le famil y
homes as well as neighborhood and
lifestyle shopping .

Electrical items atop hotel's 68 violations

By Kwarne Abut P.tte.....
Associate fill'"
Based on a laundry List of 68 build·
ing code violations. the city of
Chicago gave the owners of the
Congress Plaza Hotel, 520 S.
Mich.igan Ave., one month to fix all
listed obstructions or they will file formal charges against them.
Municipal Court Judge Daniel
Joseph Lynch , who ordered the closing of the E2 nightclub, heard the
city's case Dec. 18. He gave hotel
owners 14 days to produce a formal
schedule of repairs to address all of the
violations. And if hotel owners. 520
S. Michigan Ave. Associates Ltd.,
refuse to comply, the property could
be closed or seized.
The hotel, where employees have
been on strike since June, was cited by
the city in December for 68 different
categories of violations. According to
city building inspectors, the hotel has
uncovered circuit boxes by some of
the guests' rooms. Additionally. the
hotel has 14 days to remove exposed
wiring, prov ide required working
space around equipment. install covers
on outlet and j unction boxes, restore
exit and emergency lighting systems,
provide lighting to various conidors
and seal open drains.
"We're looking for the very serious
violations that have the potential to be
dangerous to be handled first," said
Judy Frydland. a city attorney.
Daniel Graham, defense attorney
for the hotel owners, agreed with the
city's orders. He said he believes the
most important part of the hearing was
that there were no violations found by
the city that could force the building to
close. However, he believes a number
of other items on the list are frivo lous.
"We understand fixing the electrical
problems as a priority. but a simple
scratch of paint on the door or changing a two-prong sockets into threeprong plugs is ridiculous." Graham
said. 'The building is over 100 years
old."
Congress Plaza Hotel spokesman
Peter Andjelkovich said the hotel,
which was constructed in 1893, can be
expected to have some problems
because of its age. And in an effort to
correct these issues, Andjelkovich said
the hotel owners have invest more
than $20 million over the last 10 years
into hotel renovations. He added that
the allegatio ns against the Congress
are fa lse and brought on by the union.
'This is nothing more than a diny
trick to force us to sign unreasonable

contracts and since striking hasn' t
worked they have moved on to the
next trick." he said. " It·s a campaign to
defame."
Congress Hotel workers, part of the
Hote l Emp loyees and Restaurant
Employees Union Local I, have been
on strike si nce June. after managemenl
cut wages and benefits. Lars Negstad,
research director ror the HERE Local
I said they went before the city's
fin ance committee in November
because they heard so many complaints from workers and customers
about the hotel.
Additionally. the hotel violations
were deemed severe enough the city
chose to skip the usual administrative
hearing process and "leapfrog" to the
Municipal Court .
A vast majority of cases never go to
court. but in the Congress Hotel's case
the city didn't give the hotel a chance
to make repairs, according to Graham.
But HERE Local 1 officials believe
the city moved on the hotel. because
its conditions are bad for the city's
image.
" It's a black eye to the city,"
Negstad said.
Based on the city's inspection of the
hotel, FrydJand believes there is a lot
of work to be done by hotel owners.
"It's a very sad case because people
are out of a job, but based on what I
saw, it's a lot of work," she said.
One striker, Henry Miller, a bartender for the hotel , said he isn't
pleased with the court's order. Miller
said the union and employees bave
pointed out several different dangerous violations to the city.
" It took one faulty wire to kill six
people in the building across the
street." Miller said, refening to the fire
at the Cook County Administration
building. 'The city has a building with
68 different vio lations and 800 botel
rooms and it keeps it open?"
Andjelkovich said they are unaware
of how the strike and the court hearing
have affected business. He also said
they are hoping the city doesn't make
an example out of them based on the
E2 tragedy. the Lincoln Park porch
collapse and the Cook County
Building rue.
Overall. officiaJs from HERE Local
I said they are satisfied with the
court's ruling because it shows the city
is taking an aggressive step against
negligent building owners.
The next court hearing for the
Congress Plaza Hotel is scheduled fo r

Jan. 29.
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The historic Congress Plaza Hotel has baen battling striking
workers since last June, now they face the city.

